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1

Introduction

In the period of June 23 to July 30 2014 Archol carried out an archaeological excavation along the
projected route of the Batinah Expressway (Package 6) on the Batinah Plain in the Sultanate of
Oman. Burial tombs of ca. 3000 to 5000 years old are located on the route of this new highway. The
construction of this road will inevitably destroy these burials which are an important part of the
history of Oman. The Ministry of Heritage and Culture therefore ordered an archaeological
excavation of the endangered tombs.

2

Project background

2.1
Location
The Batinah express highway will be a 265 km road starting near Muscat (connecting the Muscat
Expressway) up to the border of the United Arab Emirates. The location of the highway will be inland,
ca. 20 km from the sea. The expressway is divided in 6 packages with different consultants and
contractors for each package.
The excavation conducted by Archol was located on Package 6 of the Batinah Expressway, in the
Batinah Plain. Package 6 begins roughly 9,5 km inland from Dawanji to the south of Shinas and runs
to the border with the United Arab Emirates, where it connects to highway 1 (Batinah Highway).
All excavated sites were located within the projected roadway, which is a corridor of 60 metres wide.
Occasionally, in case of hills, the corridor is wider as the hills are blasted to create a save slope. The
expressway will be fenced off with a 120 metres wide corridor. Burials within this zone will not be
damaged by the construction of the road. Outside the fences there is the right of way (ROW) that has
a width of 200 metres. Burials in the corridor of the right of way will also not be harmed and any
mitigating actions won’t be necessary here.
2.2
Organisation
The project is commissioned by the Ministry of Heritage and Culture. Botek (Bosphorus Technical
Consulting Corporation) acts as the consultant for Package 6 and CCC (Consolidated Contractors
Company) is the contractor for the package. Botek, through CCC, provided the archaeological team
with the necessary housing, transport, equipment, machines, surveyors, and labourers. Mr. Talal
Baloshi, local civil servant, acted as the contact for the Ministry of Heritage and Culture. The
archaeological team was provided by Archol and complemented with a physical-anthropologist from
Stichting LAB, both connected to Leiden University.
2.3
Personnel
The team was made up of four archaeologists from Archol BV: Pepijn van de Geer, Michiel Goddijn,
Judith van der Leije and Arne Wossink. Barbara Veselka from Stichting LAB was the physical
anthropologist involved in the project. Adil al Muqbasi and Hafel al Muqbasi from the Ministry of
Heritage and Culture on occasion assisted with the fieldwork. CCC provided the team with six
labourers and a Bobcat excavator with driver who assisted the team in the field on a daily basis.
2.4
Aim
Aim of the project was to investigate and excavate all known pre-Islamic burial tombs within the
limits of the projected highway of Package 6 of the Batinah Expressway before the construction of
8

the road, thereby mitigating their destruction by recording the location of the tombs and their
architectural details, as well as collecting and recording the associated skeletal remains and other
archaeological finds. This process is also known as preservation by record. The results are described
in this preliminary report. All artefacts and remains will be handed over to the Ministry of Culture
and Heritage for safe keeping.
2.5
Acknowledgments
A great number of people have contributed to the project or were otherwise involved. We like to
thank the Ministry of Transport and the Ministry of Heritage and Culture, in particular Mr. Maurizio
Tosi, Mr. Sultan al Bakri, Mr. Kamish, and Mr. Mohamed al Baili. Adil al Muqbasi and Hafel al Muqbasi
provided us with valuable advice on the excavation methodology and shared their knowledge of
previously excavated tombs on other packages of the Batinah Expressway. We also like to thank CCC
for providing us with excellent facilities, all the needed equipment, and for providing access roads to
difficult to reach locations.

Figure 1 Group photo of the field team during the last week
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3

Archaeological background

Burial tombs, also called cairn graves, can be found almost all over Oman. It is estimated that there
are more than 100,000 all over the country. They can be found isolated, or clustered and in different
geographic settings. The age of the monuments varies between ca. 3300 BC (Hafit period) to the end
of the first millennium BC (Iron Age).
Different types of monuments can be distinguished, according to their shape, construction, size and
contents. The different types can be assigned to different time periods, however, the tombs can have
been re-used after a long time interval.1

1

Cleuziou and Tosi 2007, 107-108; Potts 1993.
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4

Methodology

4.1
Excavation strategy
A more or less uniform excavation method was used throughout the entire project, adjusted as
dictated by conditions and tomb structure. The main aims of this method were to expose and
document structural and architectural details of each tomb and to recover all human remains and
associated artefacts. In order to achieve these aims, the following steps were usually taken:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Preliminary visit to each tomb, take GPS coordinates and document pre-excavation state
Survey of the immediate surroundings of each tomb
Clear the perimeter of the tomb to expose remaining outer walls
Clear out the burial chamber(s) down to (almost) base level, sieve their entire contents
3D photography of the entire structure to document architectural details
Optionally remove half of the tomb to expose section and ground plan
Optionally document section and ground plan by 3D photography
Clear out remainder of burial chamber fill (if necessary); sieve contents

A survey was only executed when possible. In several occasions the road construction had already
begun whereby the sediments of the natural surface were removed in order to achieve a flat surface.
Sometimes a work path was constructed along the tomb which made surveying meaningless.
For the first excavated tombs a metal detector was used during step 4 and 6, in order to uncover
metal finds. However, it turned out to be impossible to differ between metal and stones, because of
their composition.
The sandy fill of the burial chamber(s) were sieved. For this, a 4 mm sieve was used.
4.2
Field recording and documentation
In the field three different forms were used:
List of photos:
Locus list:
Structure report:

details of all photos taken
locus types that have been given a number to
notes of observations on the tombs; the base of the catalogue of structures

Overview and/or detail photos of each tomb were taken before starting the excavation and after
each step in excavation was finished.
Despite differences in layout and number of burial chambers, the same basic stratigraphical units or
loci were used for all tombs (Figure 2 & Figure 3). These loci reflect both the construction of the
tomb, as well as its use and abandonment. For administrative use, a locus was given a number in
case it yielded finds or bones. While numbering differs per tomb, and not all were present in each
structure, the following loci were used:
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Description

Abbrev. Remarks

Outer Wall

OW

Burial Chamber Wall BCW

multiple may exist, if more than 1 burial chamber

Stone Core

STC

the fill between the outer wall and burial chamber wall

Roof

RO

if existent

Top Fill

TF

usually debris from the collapsed upper structure

Roof Collapse

RC

usually inside the burial chamber

Collapse

COL

the ring of debris usually surrounding the outer wall

Burial Chamber Fill

BCF

fill below any roof collapse

Stone Floor

STF

Burial Pit Fill

BPF

anything below the STF

Table 1 List of standard locus types

Figure 2 Schematic drawing of a ‘standard’ profile with locus types
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Figure 3 Schematic drawing of a ‘standard’ ground plan with locus types

4.3
3D photography and modelling
3D modelling based on intensive still photography was used as the main method to document the
overall architectural structure of each tomb. After some initial trials (affecting tombs 17, 24 and 25,
which were the first to be excavated and for which there was a very tight deadline), it was found that
up to 3 sets of photos are needed to achieve full documentation of each tomb:
1. Cleared outer wall and emptied burial chamber(s)
2. Sectioned tomb with half ground plan visible
3. Top structure removed to expose entire ground plan
Before photography, coded targets were placed around and on top of the tomb (usually 20 or more).
These targets help the modelling software in photo alignment. They also allow georeferencing of the
tomb and taking measurements such as height, diameter and volume from the 3D model. For this to
work, targets were either recorded with a GPS, or distances between them were measured using a
measuring rod or tape. Pictures (usually NEF/RAW and Jpeg at 12.3 M resolution) were then taken
with a Nikon D5200 camera and Nikon 18-55mm lens. For the modelling software to work, it was
necessary to keep aperture, exposure and focal length the same within sessions. Furthermore, it is
necessary that each part of the tomb is visible on at least 2 photos; this may not have been fully
achieved on at least one occasion (structure 25). Experience showed that at least 60 photos are
necessary to cover every surface on at least 2 images.
Agisoft PhotoScan version 1.0.4 was used for the 3D modelling. Unaltered Jpeg stills are loaded into
PhotoScan. Unwanted backgrounds were masked out. PhotoScan then carries out photo alignment
(called “camera alignment” in PhotoScan), whereby the position of each photo is reconstructed
based on common points occurring on multiple photos. PhotoScan then builds a dense point cloud
using photo locations and the photos themselves. The next step is to build a 3D polygonal mesh of
13

the object surface based on the dense point cloud. Following this step, texture, i.e. the actual photos,
is applied to the mesh. Finally, the GPS coordinates or target-to-target measurements are used to
calculate the actual size of the structure. Most of these steps were automated (except masking), but
sometimes it was necessary to guide the software by manually adding control points to achieve
better results.
4.4
Surveying and projection
For each tomb, the targets for at least one phase of 3D modelling photography were recorded with a
GPS system. This work was carried out by the survey team of CCC. By doing this the 3D-model of the
tomb can be geo-referenced and the exact position and orientation of the structure are recorded.
The projection and coordinate system used for all coordinates in this report, the catalogue of
structures, the database, and the GIS-files is the Universal Transverse Mercator, Zone 40, Northern
Hemisphere (WGS84) [EPSG: 32640].
4.5
Finds recording and processing
Finds from each locus were collected separately. After collection finds were bagged and a label was
added containing a find number, the associated structure and the locus number. Several other types
of information about the circumstances of the find were also collected:





Collection date
The moment or method by which the find was acquired: Trowelling/Shovelling, Sieving,
Dismantling of the stones, or Survey of the surroundings (Table 2)
The find category: bone, ceramics, stone, metal (multiple kinds), shell or stone (Table 3)
Any remarks about the find, if applicable

When field work on a tomb was finished, the finds were taken back to the compound. When finds of
different categories were collected together in one bag they were separated and each category was
given a new label with a unique number but identical context information.
All finds, except for the bone fragments, were gently cleaned using a fine brush. Ceramic and stone
objects were cleaned using tap water. All finds were then laid out to dry for several days in an airconditioned environment.
Context information (structure, locus, etc) and other information from the find label was entered
into the database together with the number of finds and total weight per bag.
type
DISMAN
SIEVING
SURVEY
TROWEL

description
dismantling stone structure
sieving (4mm)
survey find
troweling/shoveling

Table 2 Codes used on find labels and the database system for the method of aquisition
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type
ABONE
BONE
CER
CHAR
GLASS
MCU
METAL
MFE
SHELL
STONE

description
bone; animal
bone; human
ceramics
charcoal
glass
metal; copper alloy
metal; unspecified
metal; iron
shell
stone

Table 3 Used codes on find labels and the database system for the find category

4.6
Physical anthropological analysis
All skeletal material was analyzed per structure. Animal bone was separated from human bone.
Beside clear anatomical differences visible in large fragments, the texture of the cortex and the
organisation of the trabeculae was used to make this distinction.2
Preservation of the material was determined to be excellent, good, fair or poor. Due to the
fragmentary nature of the material, it was not possible to assess completeness by the presence or
absence of certain skeletal parts. Instead, total weight was used as a mean to assess the
completeness of the skeleton.3
The minimum number of individuals (MNI) was determined by examining the material for unique
skeletal elements, such as dens axis and the left or right pars petrosa. Other indications are
differences in skeletal robusticity for distinguishing for instance adult from subadult and the total
weight.
Of cremated material, the degree of combustion was estimated according to Wahl.4 The stature of an
individual could not be estimated due to the fragmentary nature of the material.
Age of a skeleton is estimated by using a combination of age estimation methods to provide a more
accurate age estimation. The age of subadults can be assessed by examining dental measurements of
both deciduous and permanent teeth by Liversidge et al., dental development of deciduous teeth by
Demirjian et al., dental development of permanent teeth by Moorrees et al., and the stage of dental
eruption by Ubelaker.5 For those individuals whose teeth were unobservable, the stage of epiphyseal
fusion by Shaefer et al. is used. Long bone length measurements by Maresh could not be used due to
the fragmentary nature of the skeletal material.
Age of an adolescent or adult individual is estimated by examining certain skeletal parts and
assessing the stage of degradation. The stage of degradation of the auricular surface of the ilium by

2

Hillier and Bell 2007.
Lowrence and Latimer 1957; Silva et al. 2009.
4
Wahl 2008.
5
Liversidge et al. 1998, Demirjian et al. 1973, Moorrees et al. 1963 and Ubelaker 1979.
3
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Buckberry and Chamberlain, the stage of cranial suture closure by Meindl and Lovejoy, and the
morphology of the pubic symphysis by Suchey and Brooks were used.6 For those individuals whose
auricular surfaces, cranial sutures or pubic symphyses were unobservable, a broader age category, if
possible, was assigned based upon the size of the bones.
For sex estimation, several cranial and post-cranial traits are used according to the standards by
Buikstra and Ubelaker, Phenice and the Workshop of European Anthropologists.7Estimation of sex is
only estimated for adult individuals since most of the characteristics develop during puberty and
therefore cannot be estimated with adequate accuracy in subadult remains.
The human skeletal material was macroscopically examined for pathological abnormalities as
described by Auferheide and Rodríguez-Martín and Waldron.8
Furthermore, all other non-taphonomic modifications, such as cut marks, were noted.

6

Buckberry and Chamberlain 2002, Meindl and Lovejoy 1985 and Suchey and Brooks 1990.
Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994, Phenice 1969 and the Workshop of European Anthropologists 1980.
8
Auferheide and Rodríguez-Martín 1998 and Waldron 2009.
7
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5

Preliminary results

5.1
Excavated structures
A few months before the start of the excavation a survey of the trajectory was executed by CCC,
during which 27 structures were found (structures 1-13 and 15-28). The British team that was in
charge of the archaeological work on Package 3 and 4 found six more structures (29-34) on Package
6. Ten more structures were discovered during field work by the team itself (structures 35-44).
Near tomb 15, seven new structures were found during the artefact survey around the tomb. The
nature of these structures was not clear, they could be small burial tombs, Islamic graves or recent
structures made by Bedouins. Therefore the local civil servant of the Ministry of Culture and Heritage
(Mr. Talal) was consulted. On his decision these structures were excavated. The structures were
treated as burial tombs, as such the same excavation methodology was used for the tombs.
Of this total of 43 structures, 23 were excavated (Figure 4). Sixteen of the excavated structures could
be considered tombs. A total of 17 structures were not excavated because these are situated outside
the projected roadway and will therefore not be harmed during construction. The other three
structures (32-34) concern Islamic graves which the team was not allowed to excavate.
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nr.

easting

northing

height

excavated

reason not excavated

type

1

444484.38

2718306.29

-

no

outside projected roadway

burial tomb

2

444223.42

2718717.78

97.1

yes

burial tomb

3

442325.38

2721371.86

102

yes

burial tomb

4

442308.82

2721378.96

104

yes

burial tomb

5

442321.28

2721479.97

133.4

yes

burial tomb

6

442245.98

2721464.42

135.9

yes

burial tomb

7

442384

2721482

-

no

outside projected roadway

8

442364

2721566

-

no

outside projected roadway

9

442097.62

2722326.72

93.3

yes

10

441910

2722415

-

no

outside projected roadway

burial tomb

11

440539

2727115

-

no

outside projected roadway

12

440374.29

2727183.52

98.3

yes

burial tomb

13

440246.26

2727347.45

97.8

yes

burial tomb

15

439795.83

2727911.77

74.1

yes

16

438099.01

2730964

-

no

17

436140.61

2737992.71

115.6

yes

18

436032.01

2738309

-

no

outside projected roadway

19

436034

2738328

-

no

outside projected roadway

20

436031

2738337

-

no

outside projected roadway

21

436034

2738375

-

no

outside projected roadway

22

436032.99

2738384

-

no

outside projected roadway

23

436032.99

2738397.01

-

no

outside projected roadway

24

436158.49

2738295.58

113.7

yes

25

436178.25

2738310.04

113.1

yes

26

436198.21

2738234.04

-

no

outside projected roadway

27

436240

2738419

-

no

outside projected roadway

28

436248

2738438

-

no

outside projected roadway

29

444425

2718571

-

no

outside projected roadway

30

444569.36

2718225.66

-

no

outside projected roadway

31

444537.22

2718386.54

88.5

yes

32

444169

2718757

-

no

Islamic burial

Islamic burial

33

444142

2718726

-

no

Islamic burial

Islamic burial

34

444113

2718741

-

no

Islamic burial

Islamic burial

35

439811.69

2727915.9

73.9

yes

other structure

36

439799.73

2727908.13

74.1

yes

other structure

37

439761.77

2727890.2

74.5

yes

other structure

38

439763.18

2727934.31

69.7

yes

other structure

39

439761.02

2727931.55

69.7

yes

other structure

40

439759.74

2727938.34

69.3

yes

other structure

41

439762.77

2727887.34

74.4

yes

other structure

42

443975.61

2719135.45

85.4

yes

burial tomb

43

443983.18

2719084.71

84.9

yes

burial tomb

44

444023.5

2719066.19

85.1

yes

burial tomb

burial tomb
outside projected roadway
burial tomb

burial tomb
burial tomb

burial tomb

Table 4 All tombs with coordinates and height above mean sea level
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Figure 4 Overview of the location of all structures. For a more detailed view, see the detailed maps at the end of this report

5.2

Tomb structures

5.2.1 Geographic setting of the tombs
The Batinah Plain could be considered a burial landscape. The projected route of the Express
Highway and its immediate surroundings are dotted with tombs similar to those described in this
report. The tombs often occupy marked positions within the landscape. Quite often a large number
of tombs can be seen lined up on high ridges.
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The excavated tombs were primarily located on large plateaus or plains and on top of hills or ridges.
All tombs were build at a height between 69 and 135 m above mean sea level. A small majority of
seven tombs was located on plateaus or plains (structures 9, 12, 13, 15, 42, 43, 44). Another six
tombs were build on better visible locations on top of higher hills or ridges (structures 2, 5, 6, 17, 24,
25). The remaining three tombs (structures 3, 4, 31) were build on the foot or lower part of the slope
of aforementioned hills or ridges, usually on a rocky outcrop or otherwise elevated position. Whether
this distribution reflects choices about the placement of burials in the past, or the properties of the
projected route of the expressway is not immediately obvious.
The vast majority of tombs is positioned within a cluster of three or more tombs. Only four tombs
(structures 2, 9, 15, 31) lie somewhat more isolated. However, there is always another tomb within
the sight radius of all excavated tombs.
Another common factor between all tombs is their focus on wadis. Although one can never be very
far away from a wadi on the Batinah plain, most tombs seem to be positioned either on hills
overlooking large wadis or on plains or plateaus close to, or on the bank of, wadis.
5.2.2 Shape and dimensions
Different shapes have been recognized for the ground plans of the tombs. These are distinguishable
as ‘circular’, ‘semi-circular’, ‘oval’ and ‘beehive shaped’ (Figure 5). Semi-circular tombs are those that
have one of more flattened sides, but not in such a degree that they can be described as beehive
shaped or squarish. Beehive shaped tombs are oval tombs, but with a flat side that is connected to
the adjoining sided with acute angles. The flat side is usually positioned in the southwest, and in one
case in the west.
With the current number of excavated tombs it is not possible to recognise significant differences in
size between tombs of different ground plan shapes. The average length of the tombs is 520 cm, the
average width 483 cm. Because no complete tombs were found it is not possible to say anything
about the original height of the structures.
The tombs have an oval shaped burial chamber, with an average length of 246 cm, and an average
width of 88 cm. In most tombs, the entrance was positioned in the southwest side. In some cases an
entrance of between 45 and 70 cm in width led to the chamber. In these cases the burial chambers
are not positioned centrally in the tomb, but with one of the face sides against the outer wall. Most
of the tombs without an recognizable entrance have a centrally situated chamber.
In one case (structure 17) the burial chamber was L-shaped. This might originally have been two
chambers, but this could not be ascertained because of the lack of a visible division between the
chambers. In the burial remains, the presence of only one individual was ascertained.
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Figure 5 Schematic drawing of a beehive shaped and semi-circular ground plan. Stones drawn in grey reflect the entrance.

5.2.3 Construction
Regardless of their shape all tombs are constructed in a similar way with only minor differences. In
general terms the tombs consist of an outer wall with a stone core surrounding an elongated burial
chamber.
The burial chambers were usually build with somewhat oval, wadi rolled stones. At base level these
were laid out in an more or less oval shape with each stone placed with its axis perpendicular to the
chamber’s axis (Figure 7). Corbelled vaulting was used for the construction of the burial chamber wall
and roof, with corbelling starting at base level, but getting more pronounced from a height between
0.5 and 1 meter (Figure 6). At this height the wall can be said to blend seamlessly in to the roof. Here
the stones change from wadi rolled oval stones in to flatter, more rectangular stones with marked
edges and acute angles. In cases where (a part of) the roof was still intact the it was found to be
made of stones only a few cm thick.

0

1m

Figure 6 Idealized section of a tomb showing corbelled vaulting of the chamber wall
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The burial chambers were encased by solid tombs. Each tomb consisted of an outer wall of neatly
placed and well rounded wadi stones, placed in a manner similar to those of the chamber wall
(Figure 2 & Figure 3). Except, in this instance, no corbelled vaulting was used and the walls were
straight. The area between the burial chamber walls and the outer walls was filled with more stone.
Two different ways of doing this were observed:




In nine tombs (structures 2, 5, 6, 9, 13, 15, 42, 43, 44) the area was filled up with neatly
placed wadi rolled stones in a regular pattern. This gives the ground plan the appearance of
having three or four walls surrounding the burial chamber, like the peels of an onion (Figure
7, right).
The other seven tombs (structures 3, 4, 12, 17, 24, 25, 31) had smaller, more angular stones
that appeared to be carelessly placed or ‘dumped’ between the burial chamber wall and
outer wall (Figure 7, left).

0

1m

Figure 7 Tomb with a irregular stone core (left) and regular stone core (right)

Circular, semi-circular or oval tombs were found with either one of these methods used for their
construction. Tombs with a beehive shaped ground plan, however, were always constructed with
neatly placed rows of stones between the outer wall and the burial chamber.
As mentioned in the previous section, a number of tombs contained an entrance to the burial
chamber. Where to outer wall gave way to a passage to the burial chamber, large, flat stones were
used to mark the entrance. These stones were obviously selected for the purpose and placed as
interlocking headers and stretchers, giving extra strength to the construction at this point (Figure C
15 & Figure C 18). The entrance sometimes appeared to be filled with collapse from the
superstructure, but more often was neatly filled up with wadi rolled stones, laid out at the same
angle as the adjoining outer wall.
The current preservation of the tombs did not allow for observations of the construction of the
superstructure. It is therefore not clear how the tombs looked or were constructed above the
chamber roofs.
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5.2.4

Special features

Floor
For most tombs, no burial chamber floor was found. Mostly, the natural surface was found directly
underneath the fill of the chamber. This was recognizable as more compact sand mixed with a large
amount of stones smaller than 2 cm. In tomb 2 however, a obvious floor was uncovered. The floor lay
directly on the natural surface and consisted of rounded, flat stones (ca. 20x20x5 cm) placed next to
each other in an irregular pattern (Figure C 2).
Protruding stones
In the burial chambers of two tombs (structure 2 and 13), remarkable stones were found in the wall.
In the middle of one of the long walls of both tombs a large stone protruded 30 cm from the wall into
the chamber. This created the effect of a shelve hanging in the burial chamber. The stones used were
larger than the other stones of the chamber wall. They were also rectangular in shape with sharp
edges, in contrast to the round stones that made up the wall. The stone was obviously placed there
on purpose and with an, as of yet, unknown function.
Foundation
For two tombs (structures 2 and 31) a clearly visible ring of neatly placed stones was present around
part of the base of the outer wall. These might have been used to create a levelled surface for the
construction of the tombs, as both tombs lay on top of a hill.
5.2.5 Preservation
Considering the age of the tombs, the preservation in general is fairly good. The average height of
the remaining structure is 127 cm, in only two cases less than a meter of the tomb was preserved.
The original height could not be determined for any of the structures, but taking into account the
large amounts of stones that usually surrounded the tombs before the start of the excavation, the
tombs will have been at least half a meter higher.
Although the roof of the burial chamber was found intact in some tombs, this was usually not the
case. Therefore, the burial chambers were completely filled with stones from the roof and
superstructure, mixed with sand. Only with structure 5, an almost empty burial chamber was
uncovered.
All of the tombs appeared to have been looted. In most cases, one of the sides of the structures was
more collapsed than the others, pointing out the area where the looters entered the burial chamber.
Due to the looting (amongst other things), burial remains were not lying in their original position in
the chamber, but were shift aside. Sometimes remains were even found outside the chamber or in
between the stones of the stone core and outer wall.
5.3
Other structures
Near structure 15 several smaller structures were found whilst surveying the surrounding area. The
structures were excavated using the same methodology as the other tombs. Because these
structures were not on the original survey map the tombs were given new numbers: structure 35, 36,
37, 38, 39, 40 and 41.
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Structures 35, 36, 37 and 41 are located on the same hill as structure 15. This hill lies adjacent to a
big wadi system. Structures 38, 39 and 40 are located in the edge of this wadi against the hill of
structure 15.
The construction of these structures in most cases were only one stone high. The structures were
somewhat oval to circular in shape with irregular sized stones. All structures had a southwestnortheast orientation and in most cases the wall consisted of a irregular ring.
The interpretation of these structures in difficult. Structures 35, 36 and 37 were larger than
structures 38, 39, 40 and 41. Before removing the stones these seemed more like “a small pile of
stones” than a small burial mount. Windblown sand had covered the lowest row of stones partially,
an indication that these structures can be older. Finds from the centre of these structures were put
under the locus name burial chamber fill. Only structure 37 yielded human remains from the burial
chamber fill, though in very small quantities. In structure 36 only animal bones were found, structure
35 did not yield any bones at all. It is possible that all bones decayed over time because of negative
preservation conditions. Another possibility is that these structures were used as excarnation
platforms where a body was laid to rest.
The smaller structures seem more recent. Stones from structures 38-41 laid directly on the surface
without any sand between them. Excavation of these structures did not yield any finds. Possibly
these structures are made by Bedouins for example as fireplace. Charcoal was not found during
sieving the content of these structures. Interpretation of these structures is therefore very difficult.
Dating these tombs is also almost impossible because almost not artefacts were found, except one
piece of ceramics which is very small to indentify.
Some of these tombs can be compared with structures from package 3 like L3-54 and L3-56.9
5.4

Finds

5.4.1 Bronze artefacts
Multiple bronze artefacts were found, most of them needles or pins (Figure O 1 - Figure O 6), but
there also is a bronze ring (Figure O 7) among the finds. Six bronze pins were found, most of which
appear to be complete, with a maximum length of 12 cm. The pins have different kind of shapes,
from round pins with pointed ends to more flat pins with a pointy end at one side and a flat dull end
at the other side. The function of these needles is uncertain as a literature review did not yield any
comparisons. They could be used as tools, for example fish netting needles, but jewellery is also an
option.
5.4.2 Pottery
Pottery was one of the most common artefacts in the burial tombs. In 18 different structures pieces
of ceramic were found but no complete pots were among them. Most shards were plain without any
decoration. Therefore identifying and dating the pottery will not be an easy task, though the
presence of some rims can be helpful. A limited number of shards with decoration were found (for
example find 47, Figure O 13). The decoration consisted of parallel lines and small waves forming
geometrical patterns. Also one shard had traces of some form of plaster decoration. These

9

Saunders 2014.
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decorations are good markers for dating the pottery especially when the pottery is imported from
Iraq or India.
On piece of pottery was reused as spindle whorl (find 64, Figure O 14). This was a round piece with a
diameter of almost 5 cm and a drilled hole in the centre.
5.4.3 Stone bracelets
Two pieces of bracelets were found, both made from jet (lignite). The pieces are only fragments of
ca. 4 cm long. Both bracelets were both found in structure 15 (find 65 and 85). The first one (find 65,
Figure O 15) is a beautiful piece of bracelet of ca. 1 cm thick with grooves decorating the top and
inside of the bracelet. The second one (find 85, Figure O 16) is a more simple round bracelet and,
with ca. 0.5 cm thick, also considerably thinner.
5.4.4 Stone beads
In total 14 beads were found during the excavation of structures 4, 6 and 17. Two different kind of
beads were found made of two different types of stone. The first type of beads are round with a flat
cross section (diameter 0.6 cm, Figure O 17) made from a red semi transparent stone, probably
cornelian. These beads have a hole drilled in the centre and were originally polished. The second type
of beads are white, probably made from soap stone (Figure O 18). These are bigger than the red
beads (diameter 0.9 cm) with different kind of shapes, like round ones and a somewhat triangular
one. The white beads also had a hole drilled through the centre.
5.4.5 Other stones
In structure 15 two pieces of rock crystal were found, both not larger than 2 cm. There are no signs
of use wear on the two pieces of crystal.
5.4.6 Shells
During the excavations a variation of species of shell were found, including kauri shell
(Figure O 19), Anadara ehrenberghi (Figure O 20) and Conus sp. (Figure O 21) . None of these shells
had traces of use wear. Only in one case Conus sp. was used to produce a ring, the ring is made from
the topside of Conus sp (find 68, structure 37, Figure O 22).10 The ring has an outer diameter of 1.7
cm and is 2-3 mm thick. Other fragments of Conus sp. could be production waste or semi-finished
products.
5.4.7 Animal bones
Sieving the burial tombs yielded a lot of animal bones. The tombs obviously also provide a good
shelter for animal life. This had a deteriorating effect on the preservation of the tombs and displaced
the archaeological artefacts. Not all animal bones were collected, recent material was thrown away.
The recent material came from different kinds of lizards, mice, etc. Older bones were collected and
scanned by the physical anthropologist. Animal bones were separated from human remains during
finds processing.
The animal bones also yielded some special finds like the teeth of a large mammal, possibly camel
(structure 12 and 13). Another remarkable piece of bone is the tooth of a shark from structure 5.
Structure 44 yielded some possible pieces of a crab.
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5.4.8 Other finds
Some other artefacts were found that probably date from a later period than the burial tombs. These
finds are made from iron, like a possible arrow head on the top of structure 25 (Figure O 8) and a nail
from structure 17.
Surveys around the structures yielded a limited amount of artefacts, most of them pottery (Figure O
11). The pottery dates from different kinds of periods amongst which the early Islamic to late Islamic
period with glazing on the shards.
5.5

Human remains

5.5.1 Analysis
The human bones were retrieved from 17 burial tombs. Table 5 shows the results of the physical
anthropological analysis of all the excavated human bone material per structure. Figure 8 provides an
overview of the weight of the skeletal material per structure.
Structure # Total weight

MNI

2

77

2

3
4
5
6
9

450
2
72
597
343

2
1
1
1
1

12

1061

2

13
15
17
24
25
31
37
42
43
44

335
102
96
31
124
554
6
192
11
216

2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

Age
≥18 yrs,
subadult
Adult, ≥40 yrs
U
Adult
Adult
12.5 ± 2.5 yrs
15-20 yrs,
subadult
18 ± 3 yrs,
subadult
Adult
≥18 yrs
Adult
Adult
Adult, ≥ 40 yrs
Adult
Adult
U
≥ 30 yrs

Sex
PF, –
PM, U
U
U
PF
–

Pathology

Additional

PH
≥40:
meningioma, PH cut mark
U
U
U
U

–

subadult: PH

–
U
–
U
U
M, F
U
U
U
U

dental caries
U
U
U
U
OA, SN
U
U
U
PH

scorched bone

cut marks

Table 5 Results from the physical antropological analysis (PF = possible female, PM = possible male, F = female, M = male, U
= unobservable, - = not applicable, PH = porotic hyperostosis, OA = osteoarthrisis, SN = Schmorl's node. Weight is in grams)
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Figure 8 The weight of human bone material per structure

The age distribution per structure is shown in Figure 9. For comparison, the ages are assigned to a
category. Indeterminate = 0, Subadult (≤ 12 years) = 1, Adolescent (13 – 17 years) = 2, Adult (at least
15 years) = 3, Young Adult (18 – 35 years) = 4, Mature Adult (≥ 36 years) = 5. Figure 10 provides an
overview of the distribution of age per age category.
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Figure 9 Age distribution per structure
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Figure 10 Distribution of age per category

Figure 11 shows the distribution of sex. Unobservable (U) = 0, not applicable (NA) = 1, female and
possible female (F) = 2, and male and possible male (M) = 3. Figure 12 displays the distribution of sex
per category.
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Figure 11 Distribution of sex per structure
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Figure 12 Distribution of sex per category

5.5.2 Discussion
Preservation and find circumstances
Due to the fragmentary and weathered nature of the skeletal material, it was not possible to
determine the anatomical position of each fragment. In order to provide information on the
completeness of the buried individual, therefore, total weight was used as an indicator. Several
studies have produced various average weights of a complete adult skeleton from either laboratory
or fresh skeletal collections. The average weight of white males ranged from 4290 grams to 4460
grams11, while the average weight of black males was 4585 grams.12 Lowrance and Latimer analysed
105 skeletons of Asian origin with an average weight of 2882 ± 365 grams.13 Apparently, the origin of
the individuals influences the total weight of a skeleton. In addition, a difference in weight is to be
expected when analysing exhumed skeletons, as Silva et al. did.14 They calculated an average of 3324
± 780 grams which could be split into 2797 grams for female skeletons and 3859 grams for male
skeletons of European origin. The difference in weight could be explained by the loss of water and
organic components in buried skeletons. Unfortunately, no research has been performed on the
difference in skeletal weight of individuals from other origins, such as the Middle East. The weights of
each individual per structure is less than 25% considering all the average weights. The largest weight
encountered was 1061 grams, but a fair amount of animal bone was also present. The possibility
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exists that some of the fragments classified as human long bone fragments might actually be animal.
Further analysis, such as microscopic examination could provide additional information.15
Several taphonomic processes, such as seasonal rains, the high humidity of the air, and the high
temperature of the Batinah coast area, have affected the quality of the bone material. Furthermore,
plundering of the burial tombs, which apparently already happened in antiquity, caused additional
fragmentation of the material.16 Blau argues that the disarticulated, fragmentary and weathered
nature of the skeletal remains of the 3rd millennium BC cannot be the result of just environmental
processes and plundering, but that burial practices and rituals might have caused further
fragmentation.17 Bodies would be exposed in the open and excarnated, subsequently collected and
buried. Some individuals would be buried in secondary locations, some of them cremated before
being deposited. In some cases, the burial tomb might have been emptied, abandoned or destroyed
as a token of a certain family group, leaving very few human bone fragments behind.18 Other burial
practices decreasing the amount of bones, such as pars pro toto where one or a small amount of
bone fragments represent the whole, as was encountered in other parts of the world in from the
Bronze Age to the Early Medieval period, do not seem to have been at play.19
The location of the burial tomb might influence the preservation of the interred individuals. Burial
tombs on higher hills and ridges might be less accessible, while hills at the foot or lower part of a hill
could be more susceptible to damage. On the other hand, the tombs on top of the hills might be
more visible and might have increased the risk of plundering. Combining the weight of the retrieved
bones and the location of their tomb, there seems to be no correlation between the geographical
location of a tomb and the weight of human skeletal material that could be retrieved.
Number of individuals
Collective burials are common and several studies report the re-use of the burial tombs during both
the Bronze Age and Iron Age20 and one case was reported where a grave structure was re-used after
3000 years.21 When another individual needed to be interred, the already present corpse was pushed
aside to make room. In the Umm an-Nar period, this individual could also be removed to be buried in
a secondary location.22 Most of the human bone fragments encountered in BEW-P6 tombs were
located at the sides of the burial chamber and no articulated or partly articulated individuals were
present. Water flows and plundering contributed to the moving of the bones inside the tombs, but
re-use of all of these structures seems a likely possibility.
Most of the burial tombs contained one individual (MNI), but it is likely there were more individuals
interred. MNI was determined based on the presence of multiple unique skeletal elements, such as
right or left petrous parts, and differences in robusticity. However, if two or more adults with
comparable robusticity were buried, and no double unique skeletal elements could be retrieved, no
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distinction in individuals could be made. In addition, there seems to be no correlation between the
weight of the bone material and the minimum number of individuals interred.
Age
The age distribution among the bone from the various burial tombs shows a mixed picture. There
seems to be no preference in burying certain age groups together. Regardless of their age,
individuals are buried together, whether it be simultaneously or consecutively. The weight and
preservation of the human bone material from structures 4 and 43 did not permit an age estimation
and nine individuals had an age estimation of at least adolescent (about 15 + years) based on the size
of their bones. The small sample size and the fact that only a part of the regional burial tombs were
excavated hinder assertions that can be made about the distribution of age. In past societies, the
expected mortality curve would be U-shaped and would show a relative high number deaths in the
infant age group (under the age of 2) and a relative high number of deaths in the old adult group
(50+years).23 Taphonomic processes, such as the humidity of the air, but also plundering, re-use of
the burial tomb and burial rituals strongly influenced the bones that could be retrieved. The largest
category is the adolescent/adult group, which most likely is due to relative higher quality of the
bones. Bone mineral density is thought to be at its peak in the 29-39 age group and would make the
bones of this age group stronger.24 Subadult bones, in particular the younger skeletons, are softer
and smaller. They are expected to survive less than the adolescent/adult bones. The bones of older
adults, in particular in the age group of 50+ years, the bones become less thick and osteoporosis is
likely to set in.25 This would cause bones to break more easily and decrease the chance of survival.
More research is needed to assess whether indeed life expectancy would be around 40 years of age,
since no individual could be assigned to the age category Old Adult (50+ years). In addition, further
research might improve our insight in the burial habit of subadults, if they would be buried in the
stone hills or that at a certain age would be buried elsewhere, thus explaining the lack of subadults in
the expected mortality profile. Microscopic research of the bone fragments could provide more
information on the age of the individuals and provide a more accurate age estimate.26
Sex
Sex of subadults cannot be estimated with enough accuracy, therefore they were assigned to the
category 'non-applicable'. A high number of individuals whose sex was unobservable was caused by
the virtual absence of bone fragments used in age estimation methods. Excavation of additional
grave structures might provide insight in the distribution of sex. At this point, no assertion can be
made about the number of female or male individuals. From this data set, it seems that female
individuals could be buried with a male adult individual and with subadults. Males were buried with
females, but it remains unclear whether they would be buried with subadult individuals. However,
further research is needed to confirm this observation.
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Pathologies
The observed pathologies do not give a realistic impression of the disease load of the population,
since the excavated individuals are a mere sample of the total population.27 For an accurate
diagnosis, the whole skeleton needs to be analysed. The skeletal material from this excavation did
not permit such an analysis. Therefore, observed symptoms are reported and the possible
pathological conditions noted. Four individuals had evidence of porosity of the cranial vault, porotic
hyperostosis. Several pathological conditions can cause this symptom, such as vitamin C deficiency
and vitamin D deficiency. Although vitamin D deficiency does not seem very likely since sunlight is
readily available and most vitamin D is formed by means of dermal synthesis, cultural factors,
inlcuding occlusive clothing might have contributed to low vitamin D levels.28 Porotic hyperostosis is
considered to be a non-specific stress marker, most often induced by some form of malnutrition. One
of the individuals had a lytic lesion of the ectocranial vault. Most likely this is caused by a
meningioma. Often it is a benign tumour that arises from the meninges surrounding the brain and
spinal cord. This tumour is more often encountered in older females, but can be present in males and
subadults of any age.29 Figure 13 provides an image of this possible meningioma.

Figure 13 A possible meningioma observed on a skull fragment in structure 3

Teeth
Few teeth could be retrieved, but one premolar displayed evidence of possible dental caries. One of
the individuals had a Schmorl's node in one of the vertebrae. These are caused when damage to the
endplate of the vertebrae is transferred to the intervertebral disc. The disc herniates and causes an
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indentation of the vertebral body surface with the cortex intact. Schmorl's nodes are common and
there are a number of causes. They are very common in individuals who experience great stress to
the spine.30 Another individual showed evidence of osteoarthritis to the spine. The articular facet of
the atlas with the dens axis shows degeneration and loss of organised margins, which points towards
osteoarthritis of the spine. Osteoarthritis is the most common pathological condition besides dental
diseases and is characterised by damage to the joints. Factors influencing the risk of developing
osteoarthritis include age, genetics, sex, race, obesity, trauma and movement; age and movement
being the most important factors.31

Figure 14 Possible cut mark on femoral shaft in structure 3

Cut marks
On the femur of two individuals, possible cut marks could be observed. Figure 14 displays a femur
with a single possible cut mark on a femoral fragment encountered in structure 3. The cut mark is
slight and v-shaped on anteromedial side. On the anterolateral side a slighter cut mark is visible, both
are perpendicular to the femur. The other indentations visible on the photograph are more likely the
result of root activity. Figure 15 shows several parallel cut marks on the femoral shaft. These are
shallow and v-shaped. The cut marks could provide evidence of the burial ritual Blau described of
defleshing the body.32 However, he described this for the Umm an-Nar period (ca. 2600 – 2000 BC),
to which the excavated grave hills of the BEW-P6 do not seem to belong based on the evident
difference in tomb structure and ground plan.
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Scorch marks
Several long bone fragments retrieved from structure 31 displayed scorch marks colouring the bone
orange-brown to black. Since the temperature attributed to this colour is estimated to be about
300ºC to 400ºC, which is a relative low temperature to burn bones, it seems the burning was
accidental rather than intentional, where for instance the fire of a meal of the mourners could have
scorched the excarnated bones of the deceased. No further traces of a fire on the rest of the skeletal
fragments nor the environment were observed, besides a very small fragment of charcoal.

Figure 15 Several parallel cut marks on a femoral fragment from structure 44

5.5.3 Conclusion and suggestions
Climatic conditions, plundering and burials rituals affected the quality of the bones and influenced
their chance of survival. Although a considerable portion of the information that could have been
provided by the human remains was lost, still some data was obtained. Multiple burials were
common and most likely the re-use of tombs as well, burying all ages and both sexes together..
Further research on the age of the individuals, radiocarbon dating of the human bone material, and
the research of additional grave hills might improve our knowledge of the burial rituals and provide
more information on the demographic structure of the past populations of the Batinah coastal area.
Radiocarbon dating
Radiocarbon dating of the skeletal material not only could provide information on the time period,
but also could aid in distinguishing individuals. Furthermore, it could enhance our knowledge of the
burial ritual, such as simultaneous or consecutive burials and could provide an indication of the time
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span within which the grave hills were re-used.33 The preservation of the materials ranges from fair
to poor and therefore radiocarbon dating of the collagen component of bone is expected to be
difficult if not impossible. Williams and Gregoricka used radiocarbon dating of bioapatite, the mineral
component of bone, which often is preserved for a longer time than collagen.34 This might be a
possibility to get an adequate date for at least the skeletal material, since using ceramic typologies,
metal grave goods or burial tombtype as a dating method might be problematic due to the reuse of
both the ceramics and metal objects as the hills themselves.
5.6 Dating the burial mounds
Dating the burial tombs/mounds excavated on package 6 of the Batinah Expressway is problematic.
There are a couple of reasons that attribute to this problem; the archaeological finds from the burial
tombs have a wide dating range (for example the beads, shells and metal objects have been in use
since prehistoric times until pre-Islamic periods. Secondly it proved very difficult to compare these
burial tombs/mounds with other excavated and well documented examples.In Oman over 100.000
burial mounds can be found and the best documented ones are from the bronze age.
Hafit Tombs
Hafit tombs are the earliest examples dating in the copper age. These are keyhole like tombs
approximately 7-12 meters in diameter and were built for up to 12 persons. They are concentrated
near the coast and hills.35

Figure 16 Example of a Hafit tomb (from Potts 2001, 38)

Umm an Nar tombs
Umm an Nar tombs have been dated to the early bronze age. Their construction is characterized by
circular, tower-like structures with fine masonry. They have diameters ranging from 4 to 12 meters
with numerous internal chambers and can contain hundreds of individuals.36

33

Williams and Gregoricka 2013.
Williams and Gregoricka 2013.
35
Potts 2001, 37-39.
36
Potts 2001. 39-43.
34

35

Figure 17 Example of a Umm an Nar tombs (from Potts 2001, 40)

Wadi suq tombs
Wadi suq tombs have been dated to the late bronze age and have a number of construction types.
The shapes vary from oval tombs, subterranean horse shoe shaped tombs to T-shaped tombs up to
30 meters long. The number of individuals in one tomb varies and from one to a larger number of
individuals.37

Figure 18 Example of a Wadi suq tombs (from Potts 2001, 45)

37

Potts 2001, 44-47.

36

The package 6 burial tombs/mounds
The burial tombs found on package do not fit in the typology of these bronze age tombs and can
therefore not be dated to the bronze age. Tombs from the iron age and later have a large variety of
shapes and a typology has never been made.38 Due to this fact the tombs from package 6 cannot be
dated on typological grounds and other ways of dating them have to be found.
One possible indirect way of dating the tombs was presented to us in a discussion with Dr. Bleda
Düring from the University of Leiden. He is currently conducting a survey in the hinterland of Sohar
and often finds Sassanid pottery near the burial tombs. This type of pottery has however not been
found inside the excavated tombs so therefore a direct association between the two has not been
identified.
In a discussion with dr. Derek Kennet (Durham University and head of the team excavating tombs on
package 3 and 4, 39 ) and Dr. Nasser Al-Jahwari (Sultan Qaboos University), they acknowledged that
they were having the same problem in dating the tombs. All of the tombs on package 3 and 4 also
yielded a very small number of artefacts. Kennet suggested that this lack of finds, certainly in
comparison with the “wealthy” bronze age tombs, may partly be attributed to grave robbery but may
also be an indication of a change in custom during the Iron age.
Future studies and excavations are needed to find a solution to this problem of dating these
structures. Ones this problem is solved a typology of the different types of structures can be made
and the excavations on the Batinah Expressway (package 3, 4, 5 and 6) can certainly contribute to the
solution of this problem.

38
39

Potts 2012 98-100.
Saunders 2014.
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6

Recommendations

Some recommendations on possibilities for future analysis of the results of the excavation will be
presented here. These recommendations can hopefully be of use by the Ministry of Culture and
Heritage to formulate specific research questions for a full scientific analysis.


The need for conservation measures on the artefacts is minimal, most finds are in good
condition. Only the bronze artefacts need to be cleaned and stabilized by a preservation
specialist. The bronze ring is in pieces but can be reconstructed.



Results presented in this report showed that in general two different kinds of ground plans
were found. It is important to establish a typology of the different kind of tombs. A typology
can perhaps be used for dating and can potentially enable comparison with other
archaeological sites and excavations.



Comparing construction method and shape revealed a relationship between beehive shaped
tombs and tombs with a regular stone core. A further examination and cross referencing of
the data could reveal similar relationships.



Artefacts from the burial tombs can help to date the tombs. It is therefore necessary to
classify these finds. Identification of the artefacts can also be used for further analysis, for
example a comparison of the contents of the tombs can reveal information about the use
and re-use of the burial tombs.



The results of the typological analysis can be compared with the results of the excavations of
other packages along the Batinah Expressway. Comparison of these sites can for example
point to regional differences, social differences, etc. Use of spatial analysis (GIS) can provide
information about the use of landscape and distribution of burial tombs along the Batinah
Expressway. An overall analysis of the excavations on the Batinah Expressway including
comparable sites on the southern part of the Arabian peninsula can attribute in an important
way to new understandings of burial rituals. Large scale excavations on a vast area like the
Batinah Expressway are very rare and are an opportunity for scientific analysis on regional
scale.



Radiocarbon dating of the skeletal material could provide information on the time period,
but also could aid in distinguishing individuals and enhance our knowledge of the burial
ritual. Radiocarbon dating of bioapatite, might be a possibility to get an adequate date for at
least the skeletal material.
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Catalogue of structures
Structure 2
Coordinates: 444223.42/ 2718717.78

Geographical elevation: 97.1 m

Location:
On the edge of a hill, overlooking a valley with wadis and structures 42–44. There are three more
tombs on the hill, located ca. 130 m to the northwest.
Preservation:
A lot of stones surrounded the original structure, but underneath the outer wall was preserved up to
a height of about 1 m (5 rows of stones). The roof of the chamber had collapsed, but the walls were
preserved up to a meter high. On the northwest side however, the burial chamber wall had almost
totally collapsed.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
yes
Section:
no
Ground plan exposed: no
After clearing the outer wall, the chamber as well as the entrance were emptied of large loose
stones. After the outline of the chamber was revealed, the chamber was emptied and its contents
sieved. The tomb and chamber were photographed with the floor in place, as well as after the
removal of the floor and the sediments till the natural surface was uncovered.
Survey results:
No finds.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 560 cm

Width: 535 cm

Height: 130 cm

Beehive shaped tomb with its straight side in the southwest. A 65 cm wide entrance to the burial
chamber was present in the middle of this side. It was filled with stones, which seemed deliberately
placed. Rounded stones were used for the outer wall. In terms of size, no significant difference could
be observed between stones of the outer wall and the stone core.
Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 270 cm

Width: 110 cm

Height: 90 cm

Long chamber oriented northeast-southwest, with the entrance on the southwest side. The stones of
the burial chamber wall were of similar size to those of the outer wall and the stone core, but more
elongated. Remarkably, one large stone (60x20x15 cm) on long wall of the chamber in the southwest
protrudes ca. 30 cm into the chamber, creating the effect of a shelve hanging in the burial chamber.
This is the only rectangular stone with acute angles, used for the burial chamber wall. The stone is
placed about 40 cm above the burial chamber floor.
41

The burial chamber floor consisted of rounded, flat stones (ca. 20x20x5 cm) placed next to each
other in an irregular pattern (Figure C 2). The floor was placed directly on the natural surface,
consisting of more solid sediment containing a high quantity of small stones (< 1 cm).

List of locus numbers:
locus description

remarks

1 Collapse
2 burial chamber fill
3 burial pit fill

natural below the stone floor (not a real pit)

Description of finds:
find

DA number

locus

80

3

81

2

82

1

113

1

114

2

description
bone;
human
bone;
human
bone;
human
bone;
animal
bone;
animal

artefact_type amount

weight

remarks

6 finds from natural below stone floor
16
55
25
1

Description of human remains:
The total amount of human bone in this structure is 77 grams. Preservation of the material is fair and
the completeness is less than 25% for both individuals. Minimum number of individuals is two, based
upon the presence of one deciduous maxillary incisor in the otherwise adult human remains. The age
of one individuals is estimated to be ≥ 18 years and the other is a subadult. The sex of the adult
individual is estimated to be possible female. Observed pathology is porotic hyperostosis, porosity of
the cranial vault.
Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Cleared perimeter:
Floor exposed:
Excavated chamber:

DSC_3152 – DSC_3155; DSC_3161 – DSC_3163; DSC_3287 –
DSC_3290; DSC_3700 – DSC_3702
DSC_3164 – DSC_3268
DSC_3269 – DSC_3392
DSC_3703_DSC_3860
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Figures:

Figure C 1 Structure 2 excavated, looking NE

Figure C 2 Structure 2 excavated, looking NE
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Figure C 3 Orthophoto Structure 2 (generated by Agisoft Photoscan)
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Structure 3
Coordinates: 442217.4/ 2721371.9

Geographical elevation: 102 m

Location:
On a rocky outcrop on the foot of a hill, overlooking a wadi to the south. A small gully separates the
rocky outcrop from the actual hillside. Structure 4 is on the same outcrop, a couple of meters away.
Two further tombs (which did not receive excavation numbers as they are outside the highway
perimeter) are along the foot of the same hill, approximately 100 m to the east. Structures 5-7 are on
top of the hill.
Preservation:
Only a low pile of stones was preserved. The outer wall, stone core and burial chamber wall were
preserved up to 6 rows of stones high. The outer wall and burial chamber wall were recognizable,
although the outer wall had partially slid off from the stone core as a result of the structure being
built on a slope.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
yes
Section:
yes, NW-SE (across BC)
Ground plan exposed: partially
The perimeter was cleared, the burial chamber emptied and its contents sieved. The tomb was then
sectioned. Since the outer wall was largely destroyed, the base of the structure was removed during
sectioning. During this, bone fragments were uncovered beneath the burial chamber wall (bones had
been pushed aside in antiquity, probably as a result of looting). Therefore, the remaining half of the
burial chamber wall was also completely removed to excavate and sieve the ground immediately
below the burial chamber walls.
Survey results:
Survey results included pottery (find # 23), found some 60 m south of the tomb.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 410 cm

Width: 370 cm

Height: 89 cm

Pseudo-circular tomb. The outer wall is built of round and oval stones of brownish-red color. For the
stone core, smaller stones were used, that were placed in an irregularly pattern between the outer
wall and burial chamber wall.
Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 250 cm

Width: 54 cm

Height: 89 cm

Single burial chamber, oriented northeast-southwest. Roof not preserved; its stones were not clearly
present in the rubble coming from the burial chamber fill. The burial chamber wall is made from
elongated, rolled wadi stones. From top to bottom, the burial chamber fill showed a clear
stratigraphy: stones/roof collapse – windblown sand/small stones – compact blue/grey layer of
45

fragmented rocks extending under the burial chamber wall (the original desert pavement, the same
as the surface of the rocky outcrop on which the tomb sits).
List of locus numbers:
locus description

remarks

1 burial chamber fill
2 burial chamber wall
3 surface find (surrounding area)

60 m south of structure 3

Description of finds:
find DA number locus
18

description

artefact_type amount weight

19 41571

1 bone; human
metal;
copper
1 alloy
Pin

20

1 bone; human

21

1 shell

23

3 ceramics

26

2 bone; human

100

2 bone; animal

105

1 bone; animal

7

106

2 bone; animal

10

remarks

264
1

8
3

11
6

1
111 surface find 60 m. S of Tomb 3
183

1

1

Description of human remains:
Total amount of human bone fragments weighs 450 grams. A minimum number of individuals of two
was determined based upon the presence of two unique skeletal elements, i.e. two left petrous
parts. Completeness of both skeletons is less than 25% and the preservation is fair. The age estimate
of one individual is 40+ years and the other is adolescent/adult. The sex of one of the individuals is
estimated to be possible male. Several cranial fragments displayed porotic hyperostosis. One parietal
fragment showed an endocranial lytic lesion which could be diagnosed as a possible meningioma, in
most cases a benign tumour that arises from the meninges that cover the brain and spine. One
femoral fragment displays a possible cut mark on the anterior side of the diaphysis.
Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Excavated chamber:
Section:

DSC_1960 – DSC_1964
DSC_1458 – DSC_1545
DSC_2050 - DSC_2121
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Figures:

Figure C 4 Structure 3 excavated, looking NE

Figure C 5 Orthophoto Structure 3 (generated by Agisoft Photoscan)
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Structure 4
Coordinates: 442308.8/ 2721379.0

Geographical elevation: 104 m

Location:
On a rocky outcrop overlooking a large wadi to the south. Structure 3 is on the same outcrop, a
couple of meters away. A small gully separates the outcrop from the main slope of a hill north of
structure 3-4, on which further tombs (structure 5-7) are located. Two further tombs (not excavated)
are also at the base of this hill, approximately 100 m east of structures 3-4.
Preservation:
Badly preserved tomb; low pile of rubble.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
yes
Section:
yes, SE-NW (across BC)
Ground plan exposed: partially
Perimeter cleared, chamber emptied down to original surface, then sectioned. Ground plan (i.e.
lowest course of stones of outer wall and burial chamber wall) removed during sectioning as most of
it had already disappeared before excavation.
Survey results:
See structure 3.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 500 cm

Width: 480 cm

Height: 70 cm

Circular tomb. Rounded stones were used in construction of the outer wall; more fragmented rocks
were used in the stone core. The tomb contained some exceptionally large stones in the core and at
the base; some of these may have been present already and were simply incorporated in the tomb
rather than being placed there during construction.
Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 190 cm

Width: 50 cm

Height: 70 cm

Most of the burial chamber had collapsed, with only a few courses (up to 5 in places) remaining in
place. Elongated stones used in construction. Burial chamber was oriented northwest-southeast.
List of locus numbers:
locus Description
1 burial chamber fill
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Description of finds:
find DA number locus

description

22

1 bone; human

58 41575

1 stone

99

1 bone; animal

artefact_type amount weight

remarks

2
Bead

1

0,5 red bead
11

Description of human remains:
Several human diaphyseal bone fragments were obtained from this structure. The total weight is 2
grams. Preservation of the bone material is poor and completeness less than 25%. MNI is one. Age
and sex could not be determined.
Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Excavated chamber:
Section:

DSC_1547 – DSC_1667
DSC_1966 – DSC_2046

Figures:

Figure C 6 Pre-excavation state of structure 3 (foreground) and 4 (background), looking W
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Structure 5
Coordinates: 442321.3/ 2721464.4

Geographical elevation: 133.4 m

Location:
On top of a east – west orientated ridge, overlooking a wadi to the south and a plain to the north.
Five more tombs are located on the ridge, including structures 6 and 7. Several other tombs are
located on the foot of the hill to the south, including structures 3 and 4.
Preservation:
Well preserved structure with an outside wall of at least 1 m high. The burial chamber has not
collapsed, the roof is intact and the chamber is virtually empty of stones and sand. In the
southwestern side there is a small hole in the burial chamber wall. Here the structure is less well
preserved. Presumably the tomb has been looted from this side.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
no
Section:
yes, NW - SE
Ground plan exposed: no
No survey could be executed, because heavy machinery had already disturbed the natural surface.
Because of the height of the tomb, the section was executed in two steps (to prevent it from
collapsing). The upper half of the section is more or less situated in the middle of the tomb. The
lower part is situated more to the west, on the western edge of the burial chamber. With this, it was
possible to look inside the room and see its construction, including that of the roof.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 517 cm

Width: 510 cm

Height: 170–200 cm

Circular tomb, largely constructed of rounded wadi stones. In the southeastern part the stone core
was filled with irregularly placed stones. The rest of the stone core was build of regular rows and
layers of wadi stones, of about the same size as the stones from the outer wall and burial chamber
wall.
Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 205 cm

Width: 75 cm

Height: ca. 80 cm

Northeast-southwest orientated, elongated chamber which was very well. Even the roof, which was
made of elongated flat stones, was preserved. It rested on the walls, which were made of rounded
wadi stones. The chamber was positioned centrally in the tomb. The chamber was only filled with a
layer of sand and small stones of ca. 25 cm high.
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List of locus numbers:
locus description

Remarks

1 stone core

only sectioned part was sieved

2 burial chamber fill

Description of finds:
find DA number locus
25

description

artefact_type amount weight

31 41577

1 bone; human
metal;
copper
2 alloy
Pin

32

2 bone; human

87

2 bone; animal

12

88

1 bone; animal

9

remarks

6
1

8
66
1 includes shark tooth
1

Bones found mostly on sides of the burial chamber, close to the stones that made up the burial
chamber wall. Probably shift aside by looters.
Description of human remains:
A small amount of human bone was retrieved weighing approximately 72 grams. The minimum
number of individuals is one. Preservation of the bones is poor and the completeness of the skeleton
is less than 25%. The individual is estimated to be adolescent/adult. Sex could not be determined.
Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Cleared perimeter:
Excavated chamber:
Section:

DSC_1843 – DSC_1845; DSC_2144 – DSC_2154; DSC_2453 –
DSC_2455
DSC_2122 – DSC_2130
DSC_1075 – DSC_1281
DSC_2178 – DSC_2362
DSC_1797 – DSC_1842
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Figures:

Figure C 7 Inside of the well preserved burial chamber of structure 5, looking NE
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Figure C 8 Section of structure 5, looking NE
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Figure C 9 Orthophoto Structure 5 (generated by Agisoft Photoscan)
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Structure 6
Coordinates: 442097.6/ 2721464.7

Geographical elevation: 135.9 m

Location:
On top of a east–west orientated ridge, overlooking a wadi to the south and a plain to the north. Five
more tombs are located on the ridge, including structures 5 and 7. Several other tombs are located
on the foot of the hill to the south, including structures 3 and 4.
Preservation:
About 15 rows of stones of the outer wall are preserved in the east side. On the west side, the
preservation is worse due to looting of the tomb from this side. The roof of the burial chamber has
partly collapsed, but a part is still in place. The burial chamber was only half filled with debris.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
yes
Section:
no
Ground plan exposed: no
Because of the height of the tomb and its irregular lay-out it was decided not to section the tomb.
Instead the tomb was broken down till about three layers of stones on the base of the structure
remained in place as a ground plan to get a good view of its construction.
Survey results:
No finds.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 540 cm

Width: 490 cm

Height: 100 - 210 cm

The ground plan of the tomb had a beehive shape. The tomb was round on the north, east and south
side, but the west side was flattened. In the middle of the west side was an entrance to the burial
chamber, with a width of 45 cm.
Rolled wadi stones were used for both the outer wall and the stone core. The stone core was build
from evenly distributed wadi stones, which lay in concentric rows along the outer wall. Only a few
smaller and angular stones were used. These were mainly found on the higher half of the structure.
Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 290 cm

Width: 90 cm

Height: 100 cm

An east–west orientated chamber, with an entrance in the west side. The walls are made of rolled
wadi stones, the roof with oblong flat stones that lie perpendicular to the orientation of the
chamber. The chamber itself was half empty, due to the good preservation. The fill consisted of sand
with some smaller stones mixed in. No evident floor was found.
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List of locus numbers:
Locus description
1 burial chamber fill

Description of finds:
find DA number locus

description

artefact_type amount weight

27

1 bone; human

28 41578

1 Stone

29

1 ceramics

2

30 41576

1 metal;copper alloy Pin

1

93

1 bone; animal

remarks

597
Bead

1

0,5 red bead
1
2,5 Short pin (broken?) or nail
10

Te needle was found in the east side of the chamber. The bulk of the human remains were found in
the eastern part of the chamber and did not lie in their original position. They presumably were shift
aside during the looting of the tomb (Figure C ).
Description of human remains:
Approximately 597 grams of human skeletal material was retrieved. The minimum number of
individuals is one. Completeness of the skeleton is less than 25%. Preservation of the skeletal
material is fair. Age was estimated to be adolescent/adult and sex was estimated to be possible
female.
Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Cleared perimeter:
Excavated chamber:

DSC_2132 – DSC_2139; DSC_2156 – DSC_2167; DSC_2450 –
DSC_2452
DSC_1668 – DSC_1795
DSC_2363 – DSC_2449
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Figures:

Figure C 10 Detail of the burial chamber of structure 6, with larger fragments of bone

Figure C 11 Base and excavated chamber of structure 6, looking E
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Figure C 12 Orthophoto Structure 6 (generated by Agisoft Photoscan)
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Structure 9
Coordinates: 442097.6/ 2722326.7

Geographical elevation: 93.3 m

Location:
Concerns an isolated tomb on a big wadi plain.
Preservation:
When starting the excavation, the natural surface in the immediate surroundings of the tomb had
already been pushed aside and leveled for the road construction. The tomb itself was surrounded by
a lot of loose stones, indicating that the tomb originally would have been much higher than is
preserved (presumably at least half a meter higher). The tomb has been looted from the south west
side which caused the outer wall and burial chamber wall to collapse on this side on a greater scale
than in the remaining part of the structure. During the looting all bones in the burial chamber were
pushed aside, as a result of which all bones were found close to the walls.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
no
Section:
yes, NW-SE
Ground plan exposed: partially
No survey was executed, because the surface was already disturbed by machines, for the
construction of the road. As the tomb contained only one burial chamber, the entire floor plan was
not revealed, instead opting for a section plus half floor plan.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 620 cm

Width: 570 cm

Height: 127 cm

Pseudo-circular tomb build from rounded wadi stones. In terms of shape and size, no differences
could be observed between the outer wall and the stone core. At the base of the structure some very
big stones (up to 80 cm diameter) were recognized. These stones were less rounded than the others
and were half buried in the natural sediment, indicating that natural occurring boulders were used as
foundation of the structure. The entrance to the burial chamber was placed in the southwest side
and filled with wadi stones comparable to those of the stone core.
Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 300 cm

Width: 74 cm

Height: 97 cm

The burial chamber was relatively small and elongated. It was orientated northeast-southwest with
its entrance on the southwest side. The burial chamber wall was build of rounded wadi stones of
about the same size as those of the outer wall and stone core, but more elongated. The natural
surface seemed to have served as floor, no stone floor was recognized.
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List of locus numbers:
locus description
1 burial chamber wall
2 burial chamber fill

Description of finds:
find DA number locus

description

15

1 ceramics

16

2 bone; human

17

2 ceramics

103

artefact_type amount weight
4

remarks

261
343

15

2 bone; animal

123
6

Description of human remains:
The weight of human bone is 343 grams. The minimum number of individuals is one. Preservation of
the bones is fair and the completeness of the skeleton is less than 25%. The age of one individual is
estimated to be 12.5 ± 2.5 years, although the robusticity of, in particular, the humerus would rather
favour the older end of the age range.
Photonumbers:
Overview:

DSC_0209; DSC_0221 – DSC_0225; DSC_0231; DSC_1058 –
DSC_1066
DSC_1954 – DSC_1959

Section:
3D Photoscan:
Excavated chamber:
DSC_1298 – DSC_1297
Half ground plan and section: DSC_1846 – DSC_1923
Section:
DSC_1924 – DSC_1953
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Figures:

Figure C 13 Structure 9 after cleaning the perimeter, looking NE

Figure C 14 Orthophoto Structure 9 (generated by Agisoft Photoscan)
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Structure 12
Coordinates: 440374.3/ 2727183.5

Geographical elevation: 98.3 m

Location:
On a plateau overlooking a small, relatively green wadi. Nearest tomb is structure 11 (not excavated)
which is on the same plateau but overlooking a different wadi.
Preservation:
The outer wall was preserved up to 11 rows high on north and south sides. The roof of the chamber
collapsed, but the burial chamber wall was preserved almost to roof level on the east side.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
yes
Section:
yes, N-S
Ground plan exposed: partially
The chamber was excavated by the standard procedure. As the outer wall was badly collapsed in
several places, it was decided to section the tomb and reveal half the base plan, rather than to
uncover the entire base plan.
Survey results:
2 shards of pottery (find # 36)
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 530 cm

Width: 460 cm

Height: 125 cm

Circular structure with a flattened side in the west; this is also where the entrance to the burial
chamber was located. The outer wall was built of large rounded stones, interspersed with smaller,
angular stones. The entrance was approximately 60 cm wide. It was blocked by large stones similar in
size as those used for the outer wall proper. It is unclear if these were deliberately placed there to
close the entrance, or whether they resulted from collapse. Where the outer wall met the burial
chamber wall, large, flat stones were used and these were obviously selected for the purpose. These
stones were placed as interlocking headers and stretchers, thereby creating a strong bond between
the outer wall and the burial chamber walls (Figure C 15). The fill between the outer wall and the
burial chamber wall consisted of a mix of large rounded stones, more haphazardly shaped stones and
a mass of small stones (5 cm and up).
Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 260 cm

Width: 110 cm

Height: 96 cm

Long chamber oriented east-west, with the entrance on the west side. Corbelled vaulting was used
for the roof construction, with corbelling starting already at base level. The stones used in the burial
chamber wall included both narrow, angular ones and more rounded stones. The fill of the chamber
followed the usual pattern of large blocks on top, presumably from the collapsed roof, followed by a
mix of large stones and windblown sand. Toward the bottom of the chamber there appeared a layer
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of compacted small stones very similar to the modern surface around the tomb, so that this may be
assumed the original floor level of the tomb.
List of locus numbers:
locus description
1 outer wall
2 burial chamber fill
3 surface find (surrounding area)

Description of finds:
find DA number locus

description

artefact_type amount weight

24

1 bone; animal

34

1 shell

35

2 bone; human

36

3 ceramics

2

28

37

2 shell

3

7

102

remarks

13 cluster at E-side
1

2
1061

2 bone; animal

268

Description of human remains:
A total weight of 1061 grams of human bones was retrieved. A minimum number of two individuals
could be determined based upon differences is robusticity. Preservation of the bones is fair. Age of
one individual is estimated to be 15-20 years and the other individual is a subadult. Completeness of
the adolescent individual is 25-50%, while the completeness of the subadult is less than 25%. Porotic
hyperostosis was visible on a fragment of the subadult cranium.
Photonumbers:
Overview:

DSC_2456 – DSC_2458; DSC_2482 – DSC_2492; DSC_2708 –
DSC_2711
DSC_2716 – DSC_2722

Section:
3D Photoscan:
Excavated chamber:
DSC_2508 – DSC_2614
Half ground plan and section: DSC_2616 – DSC_2707
Section:
DSC_2723 – DSC_2763
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Figures:

Figure C 15 Structure 12. Visible are the large flat stones on both sides of the entrance, Looking E

Figure C 16 Section of structure 12, looking NE
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Figure C 17 Orthophoto Structure 12 (generated by Agisoft Photoscan)
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Structure 13
Coordinates: 440246.26/ 2727347.45

Geographical elevation: 97.8 m

Location:
On a high plateau overlooking a confluence of wadis. There are no other tombs in de direct vicinity,
but several other tombs can be found on the same plateau, the nearest of which are structures 11
and 12.
Preservation:
The tomb was fairly well preserved with a remaining height of 1.7 meters. The tomb seems to have
been even higher as a substantial amount of collapse (ca. 1.5 m wide) surrounded the tomb. Part of
this collapse, however, seems to have come from a secondary outer wall, on the north side of the
tomb, attached to the one currently still upright. This wall had collapsed in its entirety and only a ring
of neatly placed stones lining the base of the tomb remained. The remaining outer wall generally
survived up to a height of about a meter. On three locations the collapse was more substantial,
creating a hole in the wall of about a meter or so wide and leaving only a base of 3-4 stones in place.
The chamber was very well preserved. Most of the walls survived as well as reasonably sized portion
of the roof structure. Part of the chamber wall was visible from the top of the tomb suggesting that
looting took place through here.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
yes
Section:
no
Ground plan exposed: yes, to a height of 3 or 4 stones
After clearing the outer wall, the chamber as well as the entrance were emptied of large loose
stones. The top of the roof structure was photographed after which some of the overhanging stones
were removed for safety reasons. This also revealed the outline of the chamber much better. The
chamber was then emptied and its contents sieved. It was decided not to section the tomb as this
would result in a quite unstable situation, considering the height of the tomb. Instead the ground
plan of the tomb was exposed by building down the tomb until only a layer of three or four stones
remained.
Survey results:
The survey yielded only 2 shards of pottery (find # 38).
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 600 cm

Width: 570 cm

Height: 170 cm

The structure was semi-circular in shape. The outer wall consisted of rolled wadi stones. The stone
core was build with evenly distributed wadi stones positioned in concentric rings along the outer
wall. The stones seemed to be carefully positioned and chosen for size and shape, although some
smaller and more angular stones were also mixed in. The regularity of the stone core decreased
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towards the top. At the same time the number of smaller irregular shaped stones increased
(compare structure 6).
At the base of the north side of the tomb a ring of neatly placed stones was present. They seemed to
be the remainder of an extra layer added to this side of the outer wall. Perhaps this layer was added
because the tomb was not found to be round enough. Another possibility is it was added because the
chamber lies somewhat off centre (see below) and adding this layer would move the chamber
slightly more towards the centre of the tomb.
The outer wall opened up towards the southeast side, giving access to the chamber. The entrance
was marked by large flat stone slabs where the wall turned inwards to the chamber. From the
outside of the tomb this looks as alternating rows of stretchers and headers (Figure C 18). The
entrance was filled with collapse consisting of big wadi rolled stones, suggesting the entrance was
left open, only to be filled with stones when the tomb collapsed.
Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 300 cm

Width: 120 cm

Height: 135 cm

The tomb contained a rather long chamber oriented southwest-northeast, with an entrance on the
southwest side. Besides the usual off-centre position of the chamber, where one short side is usually
attached to the outer wall, this chamber was also off-centre in the perpendicular direction. The
chamber is positioned northwest of the of the tomb´s centre. In other words the long wall on the
northwest side is closer to the outer wall than the long wall on the southeast side.
Corbelled vaulting was used for the roof construction, with corbelling starting at base level. The
stones used in the wall were mainly rounded wadi stones. In the middle of the long wall on the
southeast a large stone protrudes from the wall at about 50 cm height. This creates the effect of kind
of shelve hanging in the burial chamber. The stone is larger than the other stones. It is also
rectangular in shape with sharp edges in contrast to the other rounded stones that make up the wall.
The stone is obviously placed there on purpose and with an, as of yet, unknown function.
The fill of the chamber followed the usual pattern of large blocks on top, presumably from the
collapsed roof and top structure, followed by a mix of large stones and windblown sand. At about 10
cm above the natural surface several larger, flat stones appeared in between the sandy fill. These
might have represented some kind of floor level. However, several large pieces of bone were found
underneath this layer. However, the stones appeared to be too small to have belonged to the roof
structure.
List of locus numbers:
locus description
1 collapse
2 outer wall
3 surface find (surrounding area)
4 roof collapse
5 burial chamber fill
6 stone core
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Description of finds:
find DA number locus

description

artefact_type amount weight

33

1 ceramics

2

111

38

3 ceramics

2

20

39

2 bone; human

40

4 shell

1

10

41

4 ceramics

16

94

42

4 bone; human

43

5 bone; human

44

5 ceramics

45

5 shell

46 41579

5 metal;copper alloy Ring

47

6 ceramics

48

6 shell

86

5 bone; animal

101

4 bone; animal

remarks

1

7
327
2

15

12

23

1

1

33

217

2

21 1 Anadara Ehrenberghi shell valve
113

3

1

Description of human remains:
The human bone material weighs 335 grams. At least two individuals were buried in this structure,
based upon differences in robusticity. Completeness of both skeletons is estimated to be less than
25% and preservation is fair. One individual is a subadult while the other is estimated to be 18 ± 3
years of age. Possible dental caries was observed in the maxillary right premolar on buccal side.
Photonumbers:
Overview:

DSC_2459 – DSC_2462; DSC_2479 – DSC_2481; DSC_2493 –
DSC_2507; DSC_2615 ; DSC_2712 – DSC_2714; DSC_2764 –
DSC_2768
-

Section:
3D Photoscan:
Excavated chamber: DSC_4317 – DSC_4499
Ground plan exposed: DSC_2769 – DSC_2863
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Figures:

Figure C 18 Detail of the entrance of structure 13, marked by large flat stone slaps, looking N

Figure C 19 Base and excavated chamber of structure 13 looking NE
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Structure 15
Coordinates: 439795.8/ 2727911.8

Geographical elevation: 74.1 m

Location:
On a slightly elevated plain between two wadis. Structure 36 was built immediately to the south;
structure 35 was located some 10 m east, while structures 37 and 41 were located slightly further
west. A smaller, stone circle (diameter 80 cm) was built south of structure 15, while another, larger
structure was located southwest of 15. Structures 38-40 were located slightly further away, on a
former wadi bed north of structure 15.
Preservation:
Stones were strewn over an extended area; trees and grass were growing from the burial chamber. A
considerable part of the structure was below the modern surface; mostly as a result of windblown
sand. Most of the outer wall had collapsed and was preserved to only 50 cm high. Stones from this
tomb may have been used for some of the nearby structures that were surrounding it (i.e. structures
35-37). A smaller pile of stones was built directly on top of the tomb.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
yes
Section:
no
Ground plan exposed: yes
The general area surrounding structure 15, including structures 35-37 and 41, was surveyed. As
structure 15 was preserved to a relatively low height, it was decided that a section would not add
significantly more information than could already be gleaned from the completely cleaned structure.
Survey results:
1 shell (find # 50) and 3 shards of pottery (find # 49).
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 580 cm

Width: 485 cm

Height: 70 cm

Northeast-southwest orientated, oval shaped tomb. Rounded stones were used for the outer wall. In
terms of size, no big difference could be observed between the outer wall and the stone core. An
entrance with a width of 55 cm leading into the burial chamber had been constructed on the
southwest side. This was filled with stones. As the tomb was only preserved to a low height, it could
not be ascertained whether the stones blocking the entrance were deliberately placed there or the
result of collapse.
Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 320 cm

Width: 55 cm

70

Height: 70 cm

The relatively long and narrow burial chamber was oriented southwest-northeast, with the entrance
on the southwest side. The chamber was built of elongated, relatively flat stones, with some
corbelling still visible. The chamber walls were preserved up to 5 rows high.
List of locus numbers:
locus description

remarks

1 surface find (surrounding area)
2 top fill

found inside burial chamber

3 burial chamber fill
4 outer wall

Description of finds:
find DA number locus

amount

weight

49

1 ceramics

3

90

50

1 shell

1

1

59

3 stone

2

4

60

3 shell

11

25

61

3 ceramics

9

65

62

3 bone; human

63 41582
64 41583

4 metal;copper alloy Pin
2 ceramics
Spindle whorl?

1
1

65 41581

3 stone

Bracelet

1

85 41584

3 stone

Bracelet?

1

111

description

artefact_type

remarks

102

3 bone; animal

12
20 circular piece (diam 6 cm) with bored hole
in centre
4 fragment, approx. 1/5 of a jet bracelet
1 Very thin jet bracelet?
31

Description of human remains:
Total weight of human bone material is 102 grams. Preservation is fair. The MNI is one and the
completeness is less than 25%. Age estimation is adolescent/adult. Sex could not be determined.
Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Excavated chamber:

DSC_2470 – DSC_2476; DSC_2864 – DSC_2871; DSC_2875 –
DSC_2880; DSC_3134; DSC_3135
DSC_3052 – DSC_3130
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Figures:

Figure C 20 Pre-excavation state of structure 15, looking N

Figure C 21 Base and excavated chamber of structure 15, looking NE
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Figure C 22 Orthophoto Structure 15 (generated by Agisoft Photoscan)
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Structure 17
Coordinates: 436140.6/ 2737992.7

Geographical elevation: 115.6 m

Location:
On a ridge overlooking inland valley. No associated structures. Nearest tombs are structures 24 and
25.
Preservation:
The outer wall was badly was preserved; recognizable only on the south side. Some 8-10 rows were
still present. The tomb was covered in rubble resulting from nearby blastings for the construction of
the road.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
no
Section:
yes, E-W
Ground plan exposed: partially
Survey not conducted as the immediate surroundings were already heavily disturbed by road
building activities. Perimeter cleared, burial chamber emptied, sectioned over long side to better
recover the ground plan of the L-shaped burial chamber. The long side of the burial chamber was
assigned locus 4; the short side was separately excavated and sieved and assigned locus 5.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 570 cm

Width: 540 cm

Height: 120 cm

Tomb of a roughly circular shape, but with a somewhat flattened west side. The outer wall
constructed of rounded stones. For the stone core, smaller and some more angular stones were
used. These stones were ‘dumped’ in an irregular pattern between the burial chamber wall and outer
wall.
Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

L4
L5

Length: 260/180 cm
Length: 170 cm

Width: 90 cm
Width: 50 cm

Height: 110 cm
Height: 110 cm

The chamber was L-shaped, with the long side oriented east-west and the short side extending from
the east end toward the north. It could not be ascertained in the field whether this L-shaped
chamber was actually split in two by a dividing stone wall. The burial chamber wall built of long
stones placed as headers.
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List of locus numbers:
locus description

Remarks

1 outer wall
2 burial chamber wall
3 roof collapse
4 burial chamber fill

EW-orientated chamber

5 burial chamber fill

NW-orientated chamber (smalller one)

6 stone core

Description of finds:
find DA number locus

description

artefact_type amount weight

6

4 bone; human

53

7

5 bone; human

1

8

2 bone; human

7

12

4 ceramics

13

4 bone; human

14

6 metal; iron

52 41573

5 stone

53

5 ceramics

54 41574

4 stone

55

4 ceramics

4

12

56

4 shell

2

1

57

2 shell

1

1

89

4 bone; animal

90

4 bone; animal

1

1

91

5 bone; animal

6

1

92

5 shell

2

1

115

2

remarks

172 bottom and rim
35 concentration of bone near pottery

1
Bead

3
5

Bead

9

14 nail
1 red beads
11
7 red, white and brown beads

13

2 bone; animal

9

Description of human remains:
The weight of the human skeletal material from this structure is 96 grams. The minimum number of
individuals is one. Preservation is poor and the completeness is less than 25%. Age is estimated to be
18+ years. Sex could not be determined.
Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Cleared perimeter:
Excavated chamber:
Base and section:

DSC_0190; DSC_0201 – DSC_0207; DSC_0950, DSC_0951; DSC_1008
– DSC_1012
DSC_0948 – DSC_0949
DSC_0438 – DSC_0673
DSC_0954 – DSC_1007
DSC_1013 – DSC_1045
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Figures:

Figure C 23 Structure 17 excavated and sectioned, looking SE

Figure C 24 Orthophoto Structure 17 (generated by Agisoft Photoscan)
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Structure 24
Coordinates: 436158.5/ 2738295.6

Geographical elevation: 113.7 m

Location:
Located very close to a ridge overlooking a wide plain extending northwards. Structure 24 is located
about 25 m southwest of structure 25. Two further clusters of tombs were present several dozens of
meters away on the same ridge. The first cluster (structures 18-23, not excavated) is located to the
west of structures 24-25, now separated by the highway cut; while the second cluster (structures 2728) is located to the east of structures 24-25.
Preservation:
Only 40 cm of the original outer wall was preserved, the rest had collapsed. Looting of the tomb and
disturbance by animals have led to the preservation of only small fragments of human bone. These
were not in its original place, but found in between the stones of the stone core. The tomb was in an
area where a number of blastings had been carried out (and were carried out during excavation) as
part of the highway construction works. As a result, significant amounts of rock debris, characterized
by very sharp fragments, were introduced into the upper loci of the tomb. These fragments were
easily recognizable during excavation as they lacked the patina and eroded surfaces of the stones
used in the original construction.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
no
Section:
yes, NW-SE
Ground plan exposed: yes
No survey was executed because the surroundings of the tomb had already been dug away for the
road construction, up to about 4 m from the structure. On the southeast side several stones of the
base of the outer structure were accidently removed, because the outline was not recognized at first
glance.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 500 cm

Width: 480 cm

Height: 65

A circular tomb with an outer wall made with wadi rolled rounded stones of about 45x20 cm.
Maximum three layers of rounded stone were preserved. The stone core existed of smaller and
sharper stones of about 30x25 cm.
Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 300 cm

Width: 112 cm

Height: 45

The oval burial chamber had a northeast-southwest orientation; its northeast end touched the outer
wall. The wall of the burial chamber was made of wadi rolled rounded stones with sizes that are
comparable to those of the outer wall. The burial chamber had been covered with a roof of flat
stones, which had collapsed into the chamber. Underneath the roof collapse the fill of the burial
chamber consisted of small angular stones mixed with windblown sand. There was no evident floor.
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List of locus numbers:
locus description
1 stone core
2 burial chamber fill
3 stone floor
4 outer wall
5 burial pit fill

Description of finds:
find DA number locus

description

artefact_type amount weight

1

1 bone; human

5 41570

2 metal;copper alloy Pin

1

8

1 bone; animal

1

1

98

remarks

31

Description of human remains:
A total of 27 grams of human bone was excavated. Minimum number of individuals is one.
Preservation is poor and completeness less than 25%. The individual most likely was
adolescent/adult.
Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Original outline:
Base construction:
Section:

DSC_0401 – DSC_0404
DSC_0381 – DSC_0392
DSC_0043 - DSC_0124; DSC_0126 – DSC_0169
DSC_0789 – DSC_0833
DSC_0674 – DSC_0681

Figures:
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Figure C 25 Structure 24 excavated, looking NW

Figure C 26 Orthophoto Structure 24 (generated by Agisoft Photoscan)
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Structure 25
Coordinates: 436178.3/ 2738310

Geographical elevation: 113.1 m

Location:
Located very close to a ridge overlooking a wide plain extending northwards. Structure 24 was only a
few meters away; two further clusters of tombs were present several dozens of meters away on the
same ridge. The first cluster (structure 18-23) is located to the west of structure 24-25, now
separated by the highway cut; while the second cluster (structure 27-28) is located to the east of
structure 24-25.
Preservation:
At the time of excavation, the immediate area of structure 25 had already been disturbed by heavy
equipment, leaving tracks around the tomb. Furthermore, structure 25 was in an area where a
number of blastings had been carried out (and were carried out during excavation) as part of the
highway construction works. As a result, significant amounts of rock debris, characterized by very
sharp fragments, were introduced into the upper loci of the tomb (outer wall, top fill, stone core and
collapse). These fragments were easily recognizable during excavation as they lacked the patina and
eroded surfaces of the stones used in the original construction. The outer wall was well-preserved on
the north and northeast sides of the tomb; however, the west side had completely collapsed.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
no
Section:
yes, NE-SW
Ground plan exposed: partially
No surveying was done as the immediate area around structure 25 had already been disturbed
before excavation by heavy equipment leaving deep tracks. As the tomb contained only one burial
chamber, the entire floor plan was not revealed, instead opting for a section plus half floor plan. A
metal detector was used in the burial chamber at several points during excavation, but the presence
of iron in the stones made this a difficult exercise. The 3D reconstruction of the cleaned structure
plus empty burial chamber shows a gap along the north-eastern outer wall. This is due to the fact
that photographs did not have sufficient overlap for PhotoScan to work.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 660 cm

Width: 560 cm

Height: 163 cm

Pseudo-circular tomb of over 6 m in diameter and up to 1.5 m in height. In places, up to 7 stone
courses were present in the outer wall. These were built out of large, rounded stones, comparable to
those used for the burial chamber wall and usually larger than those of the stone core. Elongated
stones were usually placed as headers. The stone core (fill between the outer wall and burial
chamber wall) consisted of stones that were usually smaller and less rounded than those of the walls
themselves. However, toward the base of the tomb, stones from the core were just as big as those of
the outer wall and burial chamber wall, probably indicating the presence of a well laid out
foundation.
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Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 255 cm

Width: 130 cm

Height: 125 cm

Long, narrow burial chamber with rounded short sides and oriented northeast-southwest. Walls and
parts of the corbelling/roof were preserved up to 1-1.25 m high. The lower part of the wall was of
two-wythe construction, with some larger stones interlocking between wythes. Lower parts of the
walls were constructed of rounded stones, usually larger than those used for the stone core. The
corbelled vault was constructed out of elongated, rounded stones, placed as headers. No lintel
stones were still in situ; they had collapsed into the burial chamber, where a number was found
during excavation. Below this roof collapse, the burial chamber fill was a mix of wind-blown sand and
small cobbles and stone fragments. Toward the bottom of the burial chamber (signified by the
deepest row of stones of the burial chamber wall), sand became more compacted and took on a
more brownish/red color. Fragments of more grayish, heavily compacted sand (the original surface
when the tomb was constructed) were also found in the lower part of the chamber. The entire fill of
the burial chamber contained well-preserved bones of small animals, indicating continued, heavy
disturbance from animal activity. However, presence of animal bones decreased significantly with
depth.
List of locus numbers:
locus Description
1 outer wall
2 top fill
3 stone core
4 roof collapse
5 stone floor
6 burial chamber fill
7 burial chamber wall
8 burial pit fill

Description of finds:
find DA number locus

description

artefact_type amount weight
1

remarks
arrowhead? (found in top of roof
13 collapse)

2

4 metal; iron

3

6 bone; human

2

4

6 bone; human

15

9

3 bone; human

5

10

7 bone; human

22

11

8 bone; human

80

51 41572

3 metal;copper alloy Pin

1

7

94

8 shell

1

1

95

6 bone; animal

6

96

7 bone; animal

3

97

8 bone; animal

10

104

3 bone; animal

5
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A piece of iron (find #2 came from the roof collapse. A bronze needle (find #51) was found in the
stone core, immediately outside the burial chamber wall, indicating heavy disturbance of burial
chamber contents in antiquity. Small bone fragments came from higher up in the burial chamber fill.
Jaw and teeth fragments (find #3 and #4) were found in (and limited to) the southwest end of the
burial chamber, at the level of the lowest stone course of the burial chamber wall. Relatively large
pieces of bones were uncovered near the chamber walls. All this suggests a body orientation where
the head was positioned in the southwest end of the chamber.
Description of human remains:
The human skeletal material weighs 124 grams. The minimum number of individuals is one.
Preservation is poor and completeness is less than 25%. Age is estimated to be adolescent/adult.
Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Cleared perimeter:
Excavated chamber:
Half groundplan and section:

DSC_0197; DSC_0834 – DSC_0837; DSC_0942 – DSC_0944
DSC_0844 – DSC_0848
DSC_0326 – DSC_0380
DSC_0683 – DSC_0788
DSC_849 – DSC_0941

Figures:

Figure C 27 Excavated chamber of structure 25, looking NE
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Figure C 28 Orthophoto Structure 25 (generated by Agisoft Photoscan)
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Structure 31
Coordinates: 444537.22/ 2718386.54

Geographical elevation: 88.5 m

Location:
Located halfway on a slope flanked by gullies on the west and east sides. On the other side of the
wadi structures 1 and 30 are located on top of a ridge.
Preservation:
A landslide may have led to large parts of the structure sliding down the slope. Especially the south
part of the wall is completely gone. On the west and east sides, max 4–5 rows have been preserved.
The burial chamber was better preserved, although here also only 3–4 rows of stones from the wall
were intact.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
no
Section:
no
Ground plan exposed: no
No survey was executed as the structure lies on a eroded slope. Eventual finds will already have
rolled/washed down the wadi. The outer wall was cleaned where preserved. On other locations loose
stones were removed until the intact stone core became visible (Figure C 29) . The burial chamber
was emptied to the level of the bedrock: a very fragmented blueish/ grey rock . Sediments were
sieved. No section or ground plan was exposed as the poor state of preservation would not add
additional information.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 450 cm

Width: 440 cm

Height: 110 cm

Circular tomb. Outer wall is build with a mix of wadi rolled stones and more angular stones, with
sizes between 20x15x15 cm and 55x40x25 cm. A clearly visible foundation of large boulders is
distinguishable, probably to create a leveled surface for the construction of the tomb. For the stone
core smaller stones were used.
Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 225 cm

Width: 120 cm

Height: 55 cm

Northeast–southwest orientated, with its entrance on the southwest side. The burial chamber wall is
constructed of elongated angular stones with smaller debris in between. The wall is build more
irregularly than observed in the other tombs.
List of locus numbers:
locus description
1 outer wall
2 burial chamber fill
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Description of finds:
find DA number locus

description

artefact_type amount weight

77

1 bone; human

6

78

2 bone; human

548

109

1 bone; animal

8

4

116

2 charcoal

1

0,1

117

2 bone; animal

remarks

30

Most of the larger bone fragments were found in the southwest corner of the burial chamber, close
to the entrance.
Description of human remains:
The total weight of the human bone material from this structure is 554 grams. An MNI of two could
be determined, based upon the presence of two unique skeletal elements, the neural arch of the
atlas. Preservation is fair and completeness is less than 25% for both individuals. The age of individual
is estimated to be adolescent/adult and that of the other individual is 40+ years. The sex of one
individual is estimated to be male and the other individual is estimated to be female. One of the
thoracic vertebrae has a large Schmorl's node. The articular facet, where the dens axis articulates
with the atlas, of one of the atlases is degenerated, visible as porosity and loss of marginal
organisation. Most likely, this is due to osteoarthritis of the spine. Several long bone fragments (29
grams) have a brown-orange to black discoloration. In combination with the presence of a charcoal
fragment, the use of fire most likely left these scorch marks on the bone. The combustion degree is
estimated to be II with an associated temperature between 300ºC and 400º C.
Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Excavated chamber:

DSC_254; DSC_3929-DSC_3930; DSC_4587 – DSC_4590
DSC_3933 – DSC_4076
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Figures:

Figure C 29 Excavated burial chamber of structure 31, looking NE
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Structure 35
Coordinates: 439811.69/ 2727915.9

Geographical elevation: 73.9 m

Location:
Approximately 20 m east of structure 15 (see there for further details).
Preservation:
Small heap of stones with the long side oriented northeast-southwest. Badly preserved structure, no
clear outer wall or burial chamber recognized; whatever was left in place was only 1 row high. Also
no underground structure or pit. Structure was built of relatively rounded stones of various sizes,
although larger stones dominated. It seems most likely that this, and structures 36-41, were not
tower tombs like nearby structure 15; otherwise their construction would have been more solid and
regular, especially at base level.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
yes
Section:
yes, SW-NE
Ground plan exposed: yes
Perimeter cleaned, then sectioned with outer ring left in place. Entire area within outer wall emptied
to approximately 30 cm below modern surface.
Survey results:
No finds.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 300 cm

Width: 220 cm

Height: 45 cm

See preservation for a description of the stone structure.
Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Cleared perimeter:

DSC_2881 – DSC_2884; DSC_2990 – DSC_2993; DSC_3136; DSC_3137
DSC_2885 – DSC_2907
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Figures:

Figure C 30 Pre-excavation state of structure 35, looking NW

Figure C 31 Excavated state of structure 35, looking W
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Structure 36
Coordinates: 439799.73/ 2727908.13

Geographical elevation: 74.1 m

Location:
Located 2 m away from structure 15; see there for further details.
Preservation:
Badly preserved structure of irregular, more or less circular shape. Structural elements such as an
outer wall or burial chamber were not recognized, so that this structure was most likely never more
than a large heap of stones. Used stones were of irregular size and shape.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
yes
Section:
yes, NE-SW
Ground plan exposed: yes
Perimeter cleaned, “chamber” (area inside the perimeter) sectioned and then completely deepened
to approximately 30 cm below modern surface level.
Survey results:
No finds.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 290 cm

Width: 240 cm

Height: 30 cm

See preservation for a description of the stone structure.
List of locus numbers:
locus description
1 burial chamber fill

Description of finds:
find DA number locus

description

artefact_type amount weight

70

1 ceramics

1

5

71

1 bone; animal

1

1

Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Cleared perimeter:

remarks

DSC_2872; DSC_2873; DSC_3041 – DSC_3043; DSC_3142; DSC_3143
DSC_2939 – DSC_2975
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Figures:

Figure C 32 Structure 36, half excavated, looking N
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Structure 37
Coordinates: 439761.77/ 2727890.2

Geographical elevation: 74.5 m

Location:
Approximately 35 m southwest of structure 15 (see there for further details). Structure 41 was
immediately next to 37.
Preservation:
No structural elements such as walls preserved; unclear if these were ever present.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
yes
Section:
no
Ground plan exposed: yes
Perimeter cleaned, then sectioned with outer ring left in place. Entire area within outer wall emptied
to approximately 30 cm below modern surface.
Survey results:
No finds.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 295 cm

Width: 245 cm

Height: 45 cm

More or less circular heap of stones lacking clearly recognizable architectural features such as an
outer wall or burial chamber. As such, it is unlikely that this was a well-constructed tower tomb like
structure 15. Stones were of irregular size; several of them had the elongated, relatively square
shape that is characteristic of the stones used in corbelling in other tombs. The bad state of
preservation of 15 could indicate that these stones came from there.
List of locus numbers:
locus description

remarks

1 surface find (surrounding area)
2 burial chamber fill
3 stone core

Description of finds:
find DA number locus

description

artefact_type amount weight

remarks

66

1 ceramics

6

67

2 shell

2

5

68 41580

3 shell

1

found in/on top of sandy fill between
1 stone core

69

2 bone; human

6

112

2 bone; animal

1

Ring

91

31 includes piece of decorated plaster?

Ring came from the upper fill, between the stones on top of the structure
Description of human remains:
A small amount of human bone was obtained weighing 6 grams. Preservation is poor and
completeness less than 25%. The MNI is one. Age and sex could not be determined.
Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Cleared perimeter:

DSC_2908; DSC_3044; DSC_3045; DSC_3131 – DSC_3133
DSC_2909 – DSC_2935

Figures:

Figure C 33 Structure 37 excavated, looking NW
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Structure 38
Coordinates: 439763.18/ 2727934.3

Geographical elevation: 69.7 m

Location:
Located on a gentle slope leading into a wide wadi. Structures 39 and 40 are a few meters away.
Structure 15, south of 38, is the nearest proper tower tomb.
Preservation:
Reasonable; may have been affected by occasional wadi flow.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
yes
Section:
no
Ground plan exposed: yes
Structure cleaned from rubble; “chamber” excavated and sieved to 30 cm below modern surface
level; no bone fragments or artifacts retrieved.
Survey results:
No find.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 280 cm

Width: 150 cm

Height: 20 cm

Structure is of oval shape (oriented northeast-southwest), consisting of an irregular outer ring built of
relatively large stones, some of which seem to have been placed upright. There is no evidence that
there ever was a superstructure beyond what was still preserved; given the irregular construction
this seems unlikely. The fill seems to consist of slightly smaller stones. Stone size varies between
50x40x40 cm and 30x20x20 cm. Stones vary in colour from dark brown/red to grey. Given the
location on the edge of a wadi, and the absence of bone fragments, it is unlikely that this was a tomb.
Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 230 cm

Width: 90 cm

Height: 20 cm

No clear burial chamber as is usual for larger tomb structures; dimensions above reflect the area
inside the outer ring.
Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Cleared perimeter:

DSC_2994; DSC_2995; DSC_3046; DSC_3047
DSC_2996 – DSC_3015
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Figures:

Figure C 34 Pre-excavation state of structure 38, looking SE

Figure C 35 Structure 38 excavated, looking E
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Structure 39
Coordinates: 439761.02/ 2727931.55

Geographical elevation: 69.7 m

Location:
On the southern edge of a wadi flowing west-east. Structures 38 and 40 are a few meters away;
nearest proper tower tomb is structure 15 (see there for further details on location).
Preservation:
Reasonable; may have been affected by wadi flow.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
yes
Section:
no
Ground plan exposed: yes
Cleared from rubble; area inside outer ring was excavated and sieved to 30 cm below modern
surface level.
Survey results:
No finds.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 200 cm

Width: 120 cm

Height: 20 cm

Irregular oval stone ring (oriented east-west) built from irregularly shaped stones. Stone size varied
between 55x50x35 cm and 25x20x20 cm. Colour varied between grey and weathered brown. It is
very improbable that there ever was a superstructure beyond what was observed. Given the location
on the edge of a wadi, and the absence of bone fragments, it is unlikely that this was a grave.
Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 135 cm

Width: 70 cm

Height: 20 cm

No clear burial chamber as is usual for larger tomb structures; dimensions above reflect the area
inside the outer ring.
Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Cleared perimeter:

DSC_3016; DSC_3048; DSC_3049
DSC_3018 – DSC_3029
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Figures:

Figure C 36 Structure 39 excavated, looking E
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Structure 40
Coordinates: 439759.7/ 2727938.3

Geographical elevation: 69.3 m

Location:
On the edge of a wadi; structures 38 and 39 are only a few meters away. Structure 15, higher up on
the plain, is the nearest proper tower tomb.
Preservation:
Reasonable; may have been affected by wadi flow.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
yes
Section:
no
Ground plan exposed: yes
Cleared from rubble; area inside outer ring was excavated and sieved to 30 cm below modern
surface level.
Survey results:
No finds.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 200 cm

Width: 135 cm

Height: 20 cm

Oval-shaped structure (oriented northeast-southwest) consisting of a single ring of stones. No
evidence for a superstructure beyond what was observed. Stone size varied between 50x35x30 cm
and 20x15x15 cm. Grey stones weathered to brown. As with structures 38 and 39, the location in an
ancient wadi course and the absence of bone fragments make it unlikely that this was a grave.
Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 150 cm

Width: 80 cm

Height: 20 cm

No clear burial chamber as is usual for larger tomb structures; dimensions above reflect the area
inside the outer ring.
Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Cleared perimeter:

DSC_3030; DSC_3050; DSC_3051
DSC_3032 – DSC_3040
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Figures:

Figure C 37 Structure 40 excavated, looking E
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Structure 41
Coordinates: 439762.77/ 2727887.34

Geographical elevation: 74.4 m

Location:
On a higher plateau between wadis. Very close to structure 37. See structure 15 for further details.
Preservation:
Unclear if this structure ever consisted of more than the ring of stones that was still present.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
yes
Section:
no
Ground plan exposed: yes
Ring structure cleared; half of inside area excavated to approximately 30 cm deep to test whether
this was a grave.
Survey results:
No finds.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 190 cm

Width: 105 cm

Height: 20 cm

Single ring of stones; not as neatly arranged as most other structures. Stone size varies between
45x35x30 cm and 15x15x15 cm. Most likely, this was not a grave but a more recent structure of
unknown purpose.
Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 175 cm

Width: 135 cm

Height: 20 cm

No burial chamber as such was recognized; the dimensions above reflect the area inside the stone
ring. No bone fragments were found in the excavated test pit.
Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Half excavated:

DSC_2936 – DSC_2938
DSC_2976 – DSC_2989
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Figures:

Figure C 38 Structure 41 half excavated, looking SE
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Structure 42
Coordinates: 443975.61/ 2719135.45

Geographical elevation: 85.4 m

Location:
The tomb is located on a vast plain on the edge of a wadi. The plain consists of multiple wadi
systems. At the same location structures 43 and 44 are present though these tombs are located on
the other side of the wadi.
Preservation:
The preservation of the tomb is poor, the chamber is disturbed. The tomb was probably looted from
the topside and opened up completely. The chamber is at most 2 stones high. Multiple stones from
the chamber wall are missing. Human remains were scattered all over the tomb in the burial
chamber fill, stone core and outside of the tomb.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
yes
Section:
no
Ground plan exposed: partially
Because of the state of preservation loose stones from the side and top were removed. The outer
wall of the tomb was 3-4 stones high. The inside of the tomb was covered with a lot of sand. Because
of the scattered human remains it was decided to start sieving immediately. Sand from the stone
core was also sieved. The entrance of the tomb was intact and it was decided to remove it in a later
stage after 3D photos were taken. Because of the scatter of human remains which were small pieces
and comment of the physical anthropologist (all belonging to 1 human) it was decided to collect all
bones together. After excavating the tomb and clearing the outer wall 3D photos were taken. Next
the entrance was removed, photos were taken from the entrance. It was decided not to excavate the
ground plan or section the tomb. Because the tomb is very low and poorly preserved this would not
yield any extra information.
Survey results:
No finds.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 410 cm

Width: 405 cm

Height: 104 cm

The structure had a beehive shaped ground plan with a flat side in the southwest. The left and right
side of this side had corners of approximately 90 degrees. The back of the tomb in the northeast is
more rounded. The flat side had and entrance facing southwest, the width of the entrance was 70
cm. The entrance was blocked with stones which were deliberately placed. The stones used for the
construction of the structure were wadi rolled stones with variable sizes from (25x20x15 cm up to
55x25x20 cm). Construction of the stone core consisted of the same wadi rolled stones laid down in
more of less the same pattern as, and parallel to, the stones of the outer wall.
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Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 210 cm

Width: 90 cm

Height: 60 cm

The northeast–southwest orientated burial chamber was completely covered with sand and small
stones, due to looting and subsequent exposure of its contents. The burial chamber wall was build
with rolled wadi stones of about the same size as the stones of the outer wall and stone core, but
more elongated.
List of locus numbers:
locus description
1 outer wall
2 burial chamber fill

Description of finds:
find DA number locus

description

artefact_type amount weight

74

1 bone; human

5

75

2 bone; human

3

83

2 bone; human

184

108

2 bone; animal

8

remarks

2

Description of human remains:
The human skeletal material from this structure weighs 192 grams. A remarkable part of the total
weight consists of cranial fragments (90 grams). Preservation of the material is poor and the
completeness is less than 25%. An MNI of one was determined and the age of the individual is
estimated to be adolescent/adult. Estimation of sex was not possible.

Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Excavated chamber:

DSC_3144 – DSC_3147; DSC_3290 – DSC_3296
DSC_3393 – DSC_3510
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Figures:

Figure C 39 Structure 42 excavated, looking NE
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Structure 43
Coordinates: 443983.18/ 2719084.71

Geographical elevation: 84.9 m

Location:
The tomb is located on in a vast plain on the edge of a wadi. The plain consists of multiple wadi
systems. At the same location structures 42 and 43 are present though structure 42 is on the other
side of the wadi.
Preservation:
Not very well preserved. Only a low base of the structure is preserved, with quite some debris
(collapse) around it, It is filled with a lot of sand.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
yes
Section:
no
Ground plan exposed: partially
Because of the large amount of sand in the tomb and a lot of loose, ex situ stones, all rubble from the
top and around the tomb was removed. This yielded basically the ground plan of 3–4 stones high.
The chamber was excavated by the standard procedure. The tomb was not sectioned because this
would not have add more information.
Survey results:
No finds.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 410

Width: 420

Height: 118

Beehive shaped tomb with its flat side and entrance in the southwest. The entrance is 45 cm wide
and deliberately filled with stone cobbles. The outer wall as well as the stone core were build with
more or less round, rolled wadi stones with sizes between 20x15x10 cm and 60x40x35 cm.
Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 205

Width: 80

Height: 85

The northeast–southwest orientated burial chamber was completely covered with sand and small
stones, due to looting and subsequent exposure of its contents. The burial chamber wall was build
with rolled wadi stones of about the same size as the stones of the outer wall and stone core, but
more elongated.
List of locus numbers:
locus description
1 burial chamber fill
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Description of finds:
find DA number locus

description

artefact_type amount weight

76

1 bone; human

11

119

1 bone; animal

2

remarks

Description of human remains:
A total of 11 grams of human bone material was retrieved from this structure. Preservation is poor
and completeness is less than 25%. An MNI of one was determined. Both age and sex could not be
determined.
Photonumbers:
Overview:
Section:
3D Photoscan:
Excavated chamber:

DSC_3146; DSC_3148; DSC_3149; DSC_3278 – DSC_3286
DSC_3511 – DSC_3607

Figures:

Figure C 40 Structure 43 excavated, looking NE
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Structure 44
Coordinates: 444023.5/ 2719066.19

Geographical elevation: 85.1

Location:
The tomb is located on in a vast plain on the edge of a wadi. The plain consists of multiple wadi
systems. At the same location structures 42 and 43 are present though structure 42 is on the other
side of the wadi.
Preservation:
Not very well preserved. Only a low base of the structure is preserved, with quite some debris
(collapse) around and filled with a lot of sand. The tomb will have been looted, whereby the chamber
was left exposed. There were also traces of recent activity. Plastic was found inside the structure.
Methodology:
Survey executed:
yes
Section:
no
Ground plan exposed: yes
Because of the large amount of sand in the tomb and a lot of loose, ex situ stones, all rubble from the
top and around the tomb was removed. This yielded basically the ground plan of 3–4 stones high.
The chamber was excavated by the standard procedure. Afterwards the base of the structure was
exposed, by removing all stones except the lowest, resting on the natural surface.
Survey results:
No finds.
Outer structure:
Dimensions:

Length: 460

Width: 410

Height: 102

Beehive shaped ground plan with its flat side and entrance in the southwest. The entrance is 50 cm
wide and deliberately filled with stone cobbles. The outer wall as well as the stone core were build
with more or less round, rolled wadi stones of sizes between 20x15x15 cm and 50x30x30 cm.
Burial chamber(s):
Internal dimensions:

Length: 210

Width: 80

Height: 60

The northeast–southwest orientated burial chamber was completely covered with sand and small
stones, due to looting and subsequent exposure of its contents. The burial chamber wall was build
with rolled wadi stones of about the same size as the stones of the outer wall and stone core, but
more elongated.
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List of locus numbers:
locus description
1 outer wall
2 burial chamber fill
3 stone core

Description of finds:
find DA number locus

description

artefact_type amount weight

72

1 shell

2

73

1 bone; human

19

79

3 bone; human

3

84

2 bone; human

remarks

30

194

107

3 shell

1

5

110

2 shell

10

10

118

2 bone; animal

6 includes crab?

Description of human remains:
The human bone material weighs 216 grams. Preservation is fair and completeness less than 25%. An
MNI of one was determined. The age of the individual is estimated to be 30+ years, sex could not be
estimated. Several fragments of the cranium display porotic hyperostosis. The femur shows three
distinct cut marks on the anterior of the diaphysis.
Photonumbers:
Overview:

DSC_3150; DSC_3151; DSC_3269 – DSC3275; DSC_3277; DSC_3872 –
DSC_3874
-

Section:
3D Photoscan:
Excavated chamber: DSC_3608 – DSC_3699
Ground plan exposed: DSC_3873 – DSC_3927
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Figures:

Figure C 41 Ground plan of structure 44, looking NE
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Object photos

Figure O 1 Find 5, bronze pin from structure 24

Figure O 2 Find 19, bronze pin from structure 3
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Figure O 3 Find 30, fragment of bronze pin from structure 6

Figure O 4 Find 31, bronze pin from structure 5

110

Figure O 5 Find 51, bronze pin from structure 25

Figure O 6 Find 63, bronze pin from structure 15

111

Figure O 7 Find 46, bronze ring from structure 13

Figure O 8 Find 2, iron arrowhead (?) from the roof collapse from structure 25
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Figure O 9 Find 12, pottery from structure 17

Figure O 10 Find 15, pottery from structure 9
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Figure O 11 Find 23, pottery found during survey around structure 3

Figure O 12 Find 32, pottery from structure 5
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Figure O 13 Find 47, pottery from structure 13

Figure O 14 Find 64, ceramic spindle whorl from structure 15

115

Figure O 15 Find 65, glass bracelet from structure 15

Figure O 16 Find 85, glass bracelet from structure 15
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Figure O 17 Find 52, red stone beads from structure 17

Figure O 18 Find 54, red, white and brown stone beads from structure 17
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Figure O 19 Find 34, kauri shell from structure 12

Figure O 20 Find 48, Anadara Ehrenberghi shell valve from structure 13
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Figure O 21 Find 60, shell fragments from structure 15

Figure O 22 Find 68, shell ring from structure 37
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List of finds

120

find
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

DA number

41570

41571

41578
41576
41577

structure
24
25
25
25
24
17
17
17
25
25
25
17
17
17
9
9
9
3
3
3
3
4
3
12
5
3
6
6
6
6
5
5
13
12
12

locus
1
4
6
6
2
4
5
2
3
7
8
4
4
6
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2

description
bone; human
metal; iron
bone; human
bone; human
metal; copper alloy
bone; human
bone; human
bone; human
bone; human
bone; human
bone; human
ceramics
bone; human
metal; iron
ceramics
bone; human
ceramics
bone; human
metal; copper alloy
bone; human
shell
bone; human
ceramics
bone; animal
bone; human
bone; human
bone; human
stone
ceramics
metal; copper alloy
metal; copper alloy
bone; human
ceramics
shell
bone; human

artefact type

amount
1

Pin

1

2
1
4
15
Pin

1
11
6

Bead
Pin
Pin

1
2
1
1
2
1

weight
31
13
2
15
8
53
1
7
5
22
80
172
35
14
261
343
123
264
8
3
1
2
111
13
6
183
597
0.5
1
2.5
8
66
111
2
1061

remarks
arrowhead? (found in top of roof collapse)

bottom and rim
concentration of bone near pottery
nail

surface find 60 m. S of Tomb 3
cluster at E-side

red bead
Short pin (broken?) or nail
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find
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

DA number

41579

41572
41573
41574

41575

41582
41583
41581

41580

structure
12
12
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
15
15
25
17
17
17
17
17
17
4
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
37
37
37
37
36
36
44
44
42
42

locus
3
2
3
2
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
1
1
3
5
5
4
4
4
2
1
3
3
3
3
4
2
3
1
2
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
2

description
ceramics
shell
ceramics
bone; human
shell
ceramics
bone; human
bone; human
ceramics
shell
metal; copper alloy
ceramics
shell
ceramics
shell
metal; copper alloy
stone
ceramics
stone
ceramics
shell
shell
stone
stone
shell
ceramics
bone; human
metal; copper alloy
ceramics
stone
ceramics
shell
shell
bone; human
ceramics
bone; animal
shell
bone; human
bone; human
bone; human

artefact type

amount
2
3
2
1
16

Ring

Pin
Bead
Bead

Bead

Pin
Spindle whorl?
Bracelet

Ring

2
12
1
33
2
3
1
1
3
5
9
4
2
1
1
2
11
9
1
1
1
6
2
1
1
1
2

weight
28
7
20
1
10
94
7
327
15
23
1
217
21
90
1
7
1
11
7
12
1
1
0.5
4
25
65
102
12
20
4
31
5
1
6
5
1
30
19
5
3

remarks

1 Anadara Ehrenberghi shell valve

red beads
red, white and brown beads

red bead

circular piece (diam 6 cm) with bored hole in centre
fragment, approx. 1/5 of a jet bracelet
includes piece of decorated plaster?
found in/on top of sandy fill between stone core
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find
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115

DA number

41584

structure
43
31
31
44
2
2
2
42
44
15
13
5
5
17
17
17
17
6
25
25
25
25
24
4
3
13
12
9
25
3
3
44
42
31
44
15
37
2
2
17

locus
1
1
2
3
3
2
1
2
2
3
5
2
1
4
4
5
5
1
8
6
7
8
1
1
2
4
2
2
3
1
2
3
2
1
2
3
2
1
2
2

description
bone; human
bone; human
bone; human
bone; human
bone; human
bone; human
bone; human
bone; human
bone; human
stone
bone; animal
bone; animal
bone; animal
bone; animal
bone; animal
bone; animal
shell
bone; animal
shell
bone; animal
bone; animal
bone; animal
bone; animal
bone; animal
bone; animal
bone; animal
bone; animal
bone; animal
bone; animal
bone; animal
bone; animal
shell
bone; animal
bone; animal
shell
bone; animal
bone; animal
bone; animal
bone; animal
bone; animal

artefact type

Bracelet?

amount

1
12
9
1
6
2
1

1
1
3

1
8
8
10

weight
11
6
548
3
6
16
55
184
194
1
113
1
1
13
1
1
1
10
1
6
3
10
1
11
1
1
268
6
5
7
10
5
2
4
10
31
1
25
1
9

remarks

finds from natural below stone floor

Very thin glass bracelet
includes shark tooth

find
116
117
118
119

DA number

structure
31
31
44
43

locus
2
2
2
1

description
charcoal
bone; animal
bone; animal
bone; animal

artefact type

amount
1

weight
0.1
30
6
2

remarks

includes crab
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List of photos
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1
43
126
180
188
190
191
192
197
199
201
202
203
205
208
209
210
211
212
216
221
226
228
232
236
242
254
257
263
265
326
381
393
396
397
399

to
41
124
169
187
189
190
200
196
197
199
204
207
203
206
208
209
210
215
214
216
231
227
230
235
252
253
254
262
264
324
380
392
395
396
398
400
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DSC_0397.JPG
DSC_0399.JPG

last filename
DSC_0041.JPG
DSC_0124.JPG
DSC_0169.JPG
DSC_0187.JPG
DSC_0189.JPG
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DSC_0200.JPG
DSC_0196.JPG
DSC_0197.JPG
DSC_0199.JPG
DSC_0204.JPG
DSC_0207.JPG
DSC_0203.JPG
DSC_0206.JPG
DSC_0208.JPG
DSC_0209.JPG
DSC_0210.JPG
DSC_0215.JPG
DSC_0214.JPG
DSC_0216.JPG
DSC_0231.JPG
DSC_0227.JPG
DSC_0230.JPG
DSC_0235.JPG
DSC_0252.JPG
DSC_0253.JPG
DSC_0254.JPG
DSC_0262.JPG
DSC_0264.JPG
DSC_0324.JPG
DSC_0380.JPG
DSC_0392.JPG
DSC_0395.JPG
DSC_0396.JPG
DSC_0398.JPG
DSC_0400.JPG

type
photoscan
photoscan
photoscan
overview
overview
overview
overview
other
overview
overview
overview
overview
other
overview
overview
overview
overview
overview
overview
overview
overview
overview
overview
overview
overview
overview
overview
other
section
photoscan
photoscan
section
other
other
detail
other

photographer
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn

orientation

S
N
SE
W
E
E
S
N
S
E
N
NW
NE
N
W
S

E

date
6/19/2014
6/19/2014
6/19/2014
6/21/2014
6/21/2014
6/21/2014
6/21/2014
6/21/2014
6/21/2014
6/21/2014
6/21/2014
6/21/2014
6/21/2014
6/21/2014
6/21/2014
6/21/2014
6/21/2014
6/21/2014
6/21/2014
6/21/2014
6/22/2014
6/22/2014
6/22/2014
6/22/2014
6/22/2014
6/22/2014
6/22/2014
6/23/2014
6/23/2014
6/24/2014
6/24/2014
6/24/2014
6/26/2014
6/26/2014
6/26/2014
6/26/2014

structure
25
24
24
24
24
17
18
25
27
17
17
17
17
18
8
20
23
23
18
9
3
5
2

remarks

more targets
structure 24 and 25
structure 24 and 25
structure 18 till 23
discussion in the field
structure 27 and 28

structure 18 till 23
structure 8 and 18
structure 20 and 21

structure 18 till 23
structure 3 and 4
structure 5 till 7

Islamic grave
31
24
24
25
25
24
17
17
17
17

team excavating the tomb
rubble removed, limited targets
extra target
section
heavy machines on the site
team
large stones on W-side
big lizard in tomb
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from
401
402
403
404
438
674
682
683
789
834
838
839
842
844
849
942
943
944
945
946
948
950
952
954
1008
1010
1011
1012
1013
1058
1059
1060
1062
1063
1065
1067
1068
1071
1073
1075

to
401
402
403
404
673
681
682
788
833
837
841
839
843
848
941
942
943
944
945
947
949
951
953
1007
1009
1010
1011
1012
1045
1058
1059
1061
1062
1066
1065
1067
1070
1072
1073
1281

first filename
DSC_0401.JPG
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DSC_0403.JPG
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DSC_0438.JPG
DSC_0674.JPG
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DSC_0683.JPG
DSC_0789.JPG
DSC_0834.JPG
DSC_0838.JPG
DSC_0839.JPG
DSC_0842.JPG
DSC_0844.JPG
DSC_0849.JPG
DSC_0942.JPG
DSC_0943.JPG
DSC_0944.JPG
DSC_0945.JPG
DSC_0946.JPG
DSC_0948.JPG
DSC_0950.JPG
DSC_0952.JPG
DSC_0954.JPG
DSC_1008.JPG
DSC_1010.JPG
DSC_1011.JPG
DSC_1012.JPG
DSC_1013.JPG
DSC_1058.JPG
DSC_1059.JPG
DSC_1060.JPG
DSC_1062.JPG
DSC_1063.JPG
DSC_1065.JPG
DSC_1067.JPG
DSC_1068.JPG
DSC_1071.JPG
DSC_1073.JPG
DSC_1075.JPG

last filename
DSC_0401.JPG
DSC_0402.JPG
DSC_0403.JPG
DSC_0404.JPG
DSC_0673.JPG
DSC_0681.JPG
DSC_0682.JPG
DSC_0788.JPG
DSC_0833.JPG
DSC_0837.JPG
DSC_0841.JPG
DSC_0839.JPG
DSC_0843.JPG
DSC_0848.JPG
DSC_0941.JPG
DSC_0942.JPG
DSC_0943.JPG
DSC_0944.JPG
DSC_0945.JPG
DSC_0947.JPG
DSC_0949.JPG
DSC_0951.JPG
DSC_0953.JPG
DSC_1007.JPG
DSC_1009.JPG
DSC_1010.JPG
DSC_1011.JPG
DSC_1012.JPG
DSC_1045.JPG
DSC_1058.JPG
DSC_1059.JPG
DSC_1061.JPG
DSC_1062.JPG
DSC_1066.JPG
DSC_1065.JPG
DSC_1067.JPG
DSC_1070.JPG
DSC_1072.JPG
DSC_1073.JPG
DSC_1281.JPG

type
overview
overview
overview
overview
photoscan
photoscan
other
photoscan
photoscan
overview
other
other
other
section
photoscan
overview
overview
overview
other
detail
section
overview
detail
photoscan
overview
detail
detail
overview
photoscan
overview
overview
overview
overview
overview
overview
other
other
other
overview
photoscan

photographer
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Arne Wossink
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Michiel Goddijn
Judith van der Leije
Judith van der Leije
Judith van der Leije
Judith van der Leije
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Judith van der Leije
Judith van der Leije
Judith van der Leije
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn

orientation
E
W
E
S
W

NE

NE
N
NW
NW
S
SE
S
S
S
W
N
W
N
S
W
NE
NE

W

date
6/19/2014
6/19/2014
6/19/2014
6/19/2014
6/24/2014
6/26/2014
6/26/2014
6/26/2014
6/26/2014
6/26/2014
6/30/2014
6/30/2014
6/30/2014
6/30/2014
6/30/2014
6/30/2014
6/30/2014
6/30/2014
6/30/2014
6/30/2014
7/1/2014
7/1/2014
7/1/2014
7/1/2014
7/1/2014
7/1/2014
7/1/2014
7/1/2014
7/1/2014
7/2/2014
7/2/2014
7/2/2014
7/2/2014
7/2/2014
7/2/2014
7/3/2014
7/3/2014
7/3/2014
7/6/2014
7/6/2014

structure
24
24
24
24
17
24
25
24
25

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
9
9
9
9
9
9
3
3
3
6
5

remarks
with rubble and targets on top

section
teamwork
tomb cleaned
base construction
from bobcat
team
lizard
team with bronze needle
base and section
base and section

team at work
natural deposit of chalk underneath tomb

burial chamber
excavated tomb
burial chamber
burial chamber
base and section
before start
before start
before start
rubble removed
rubble removed
rubble removed, from bobcat
work at tombs 3 and 4
thunder storm approaches
excavating tomb
cleaning
outer wall cleaned
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from
1282
1457
1458
1546
1547
1668
1796
1797
1843
1846
1924
1954
1955
1960
1965
1966
2047
2048
2049
2050
2122
2128
2129
2130
2131
2132
2133
2136
2140
2141
2144
2152
2155
2156
2162
2163
2168
2169
2171
2172

to
1456
1457
1545
1546
1667
1795
1796
1842
1845
1923
1953
1954
1959
1964
1965
2046
2047
2048
2049
2121
2127
2128
2129
2130
2131
2139
2134
2137
2140
2143
2151
2154
2155
2161
2162
2167
2168
2170
2171
2174

first filename
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DSC_1965.JPG
DSC_1966.JPG
DSC_2047.JPG
DSC_2048.JPG
DSC_2049.JPG
DSC_2050.JPG
DSC_2122.JPG
DSC_2128.JPG
DSC_2129.JPG
DSC_2130.JPG
DSC_2131.JPG
DSC_2132.JPG
DSC_2133.JPG
DSC_2136.JPG
DSC_2140.JPG
DSC_2141.JPG
DSC_2144.JPG
DSC_2152.JPG
DSC_2155.JPG
DSC_2156.JPG
DSC_2162.JPG
DSC_2163.JPG
DSC_2168.JPG
DSC_2169.JPG
DSC_2171.JPG
DSC_2172.JPG

last filename
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DSC_1842.JPG
DSC_1845.JPG
DSC_1923.JPG
DSC_1953.JPG
DSC_1954.JPG
DSC_1959.JPG
DSC_1964.JPG
DSC_1965.JPG
DSC_2046.JPG
DSC_2047.JPG
DSC_2048.JPG
DSC_2049.JPG
DSC_2121.JPG
DSC_2127.JPG
DSC_2128.JPG
DSC_2129.JPG
DSC_2130.JPG
DSC_2131.JPG
DSC_2139.JPG
DSC_2134.JPG
DSC_2137.JPG
DSC_2140.JPG
DSC_2143.JPG
DSC_2151.JPG
DSC_2154.JPG
DSC_2155.JPG
DSC_2161.JPG
DSC_2162.JPG
DSC_2167.JPG
DSC_2168.JPG
DSC_2170.JPG
DSC_2171.JPG
DSC_2174.JPG

type
photoscan
other
photoscan
other
photoscan
photoscan
other
photoscan
detail
photoscan
photoscan
section
section
overview
other
photoscan
other
other
other
photoscan
overview
overview
overview
overview
other
overview
overview
overview
other
other
detail
detail
other
overview
other
overview
other
other
detail
detail

photographer
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Pepijn van de Geer
Pepijn van de Geer
Pepijn van de Geer
Judith van der Leije
Judith van der Leije
Judith van der Leije
Judith van der Leije

orientation
N
W

N
E
E

NW
NW
NE

E
W
W
E
E
E
E
SE
E
SE

E

E
SE
E
E
E
E

date
7/7/2014
7/7/2014
7/7/2014
7/7/2014
7/7/2014
7/7/2014
7/7/2014
7/7/2014
7/7/2014
7/7/2014
7/7/2014
7/7/2014
7/7/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/8/2014
7/9/2014
7/9/2014
7/9/2014
7/9/2014
7/9/2014
7/9/2014
7/9/2014

structure
9
6
3
3
4
6
5
5
9
9
9
9
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6

remarks
tomb excavated
tomb excavated
tomb 3 and 4
tomb excavated
outer wall cleaned
highway
section of roof
tomb of chamber
base of tomb
section
section in parts
burial chamber excavated
working on section
section
tomb and valley
brooming section
brooming the section
section
left part
middle
right part
workers at rest

entrance
removing stones
car on slope
roof
roof on top
discussion
chamber with roof
workers
chamber with roof
workers on tomb
brushing bones
detail of bones
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from
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2363
2450
2453
2456
2458
2459
2461
2462
2479
2481
2482
2492
2493
2496
2498
2505
2508
2615
2616
2708
2716
2717
2723
2764
2765
2769
2864
2865
2866
2867
2869
2871
2872
2873
2875
2878
2879
2880
2881

to
2362
2449
2452
2455
2457
2458
2460
2461
2462
2480
2481
2491
2492
2495
2504
2498
2507
2614
2615
2707
2711
2722
2719
2763
2764
2768
2863
2864
2865
2866
2868
2870
2871
2872
2873
2877
2878
2879
2880
2882

first filename
DSC_2178.JPG
DSC_2363.JPG
DSC_2450.JPG
DSC_2453.JPG
DSC_2456.JPG
DSC_2458.JPG
DSC_2459.JPG
DSC_2461.JPG
DSC_2462.JPG
DSC_2479.JPG
DSC_2481.JPG
DSC_2487.JPG
DSC_2492.JPG
DSC_2493.JPG
DSC_2496.JPG
DSC_2498.JPG
DSC_2505.JPG
DSC_2508.JPG
DSC_2615.JPG
DSC_2616.JPG
DSC_2708.JPG
DSC_2716.JPG
DSC_2717.JPG
DSC_2723.JPG
DSC_2764.JPG
DSC_2765.JPG
DSC_2769.JPG
DSC_2864.JPG
DSC_2865.JPG
DSC_2866.JPG
DSC_2867.JPG
DSC_2869.JPG
DSC_2871.JPG
DSC_2872.JPG
DSC_2873.JPG
DSC_2875.JPG
DSC_2878.JPG
DSC_2879.JPG
DSC_2880.JPG
DSC_2881.JPG

last filename
DSC_2362.JPG
DSC_2449.JPG
DSC_2452.JPG
DSC_2455.JPG
DSC_2457.JPG
DSC_2458.JPG
DSC_2460.JPG
DSC_2461.JPG
DSC_2462.JPG
DSC_2480.JPG
DSC_2481.JPG
DSC_2486.JPG
DSC_2492.JPG
DSC_2495.JPG
DSC_2504.JPG
DSC_2498.JPG
DSC_2507.JPG
DSC_2614.JPG
DSC_2615.JPG
DSC_2707.JPG
DSC_2711.JPG
DSC_2722.JPG
DSC_2719.JPG
DSC_2763.JPG
DSC_2764.JPG
DSC_2768.JPG
DSC_2863.JPG
DSC_2864.JPG
DSC_2865.JPG
DSC_2866.JPG
DSC_2868.JPG
DSC_2870.JPG
DSC_2871.JPG
DSC_2872.JPG
DSC_2873.JPG
DSC_2877.JPG
DSC_2878.JPG
DSC_2879.JPG
DSC_2880.JPG
DSC_2882.JPG

type
photoscan
photoscan
overview
overview
overview
overview
overview
overview
overview
detail
detail
overview
detail
detail
overview
overview
overview
photoscan
overview
photoscan
overview
section
section
photoscan
other
overview
photoscan
detail
detail
detail
detail
detail
detail
overview
overview
overview
detail
overview
detail
overview

photographer
Michiel Goddijn
Arne Wossink
Judith van der Leije
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Michiel Goddijn
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Arne Wossink
Michiel Goddijn

orientation

W
N
NW
S
SE
SE
SW
E
N
N
NE
N
SW

NE
NE
E
NE
N
E
NE
N
NW
S
N
NW
N
E
E
W
NW

date
7/10/2014
7/10/2014
7/10/2014
7/10/2014
7/13/2014
7/13/2014
7/13/2014
7/13/2014
7/13/2014
7/13/2014
7/13/2014
7/14/2014
7/14/2014
7/14/2014
7/14/2014
7/14/2014
7/14/2014
7/15/2014
7/15/2014
7/15/2014
7/15/2014
7/16/2014
7/16/2014
7/16/2014
7/16/2014
7/16/2014
7/16/2014
7/17/2014
7/17/2014
7/17/2014
7/17/2014
7/17/2014
7/17/2014
7/17/2014
7/17/2014
7/17/2014
7/17/2014
7/17/2014
7/17/2014
7/20/2014

structure
5
6
6
5
12
12
13
13
13
13
13
12
12
13
13
13
13
12
13
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
15
15
15
15
15
15
36
36
15
15
15
15
35

remarks
excavated burial chamber
excavated burial chamber
excavated burial chamber
excavated burial chamber
pre-excavation state
pre-excavation state
pre-excavation state
pre-excavation state
pre-excavation state
roof construction
roof construction
excavated burial chamber
excavated burial chamber
entrance
tomb cleaned
tomb cleaned
tomb cleaned
excavated burial chamber
base & section
base & section
section in parts left to right
section
cleaning base
base
base
strct W of 15
strct W of 15
strct W of 15
subrecent (?) strct S of 15
small subrecent (?) pile of stones on top of 15
small subrecent (?) pile of stones on top of 15

strct 15 and associated structures
blocked up entrance
blocked up entrance
blocked up entrance
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2883
2885
2908
2909
2936
2938
2939
2940
2941
2976
2990
2992
2994
2996
3016
3018
3030
3031
3041
3042
3043
3044
3046
3048
3050
3052
3131
3132
3133
3134
3136
3138
3139
3140
3142
3144
3145
3146
3147
3149

to
2884
2907
2908
2935
2937
2938
2939
2940
2975
2989
2991
2993
2995
3015
3016
3029
3030
3040
3041
3042
3043
3045
3047
3049
3051
3130
3131
3132
3133
3135
3137
3138
3141
3140
3143
3144
3145
3148
3147
3149

first filename
DSC_2883.JPG
DSC_2885.JPG
DSC_2908.JPG
DSC_2909.JPG
DSC_2936.JPG
DSC_2938.JPG
DSC_2939.JPG
DSC_2940.JPG
DSC_2941.JPG
DSC_2976.JPG
DSC_2990.JPG
DSC_2992.JPG
DSC_2994.JPG
DSC_2996.JPG
DSC_3016.JPG
DSC_3018.JPG
DSC_3030.JPG
DSC_3031.JPG
DSC_3041.JPG
DSC_3042.JPG
DSC_3043.JPG
DSC_3044.JPG
DSC_3046.JPG
DSC_3048.JPG
DSC_3050.JPG
DSC_3052.JPG
DSC_3131.JPG
DSC_3132.JPG
DSC_3133.JPG
DSC_3134.JPG
DSC_3136.JPG
DSC_3138.JPG
DSC_3139.JPG
DSC_3140.JPG
DSC_3142.JPG
DSC_3144.JPG
DSC_3145.JPG
DSC_3146.JPG
DSC_3147.JPG
DSC_3149.JPG

last filename
DSC_2884.JPG
DSC_2907.JPG
DSC_2908.JPG
DSC_2935.JPG
DSC_2937.JPG
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